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Dean Censors Art Show
..
I
half of that was paid, it. was a "I don't think summer had
lot," chortled Assistant Dean of anything to do with it," Dean
Students Ron Aaron, who added Aaron averred; "they would have
that there was no- way for the gotten (and did receive) the
U.S.S. to mandate the payment of necessary approval III Sep-
this money. It was this lax policy, tern ber."
coupled with a state veto of funds But Dean Aaron is worried
to the U .S.S., that necessitated about the -checks and balances
this new reform. system of the U.S.S. "Who's
Baruch's student government going to watch over them?" he'
was among those who voted asked angrily. "Because of the
against - the' increase. "It's all constant (political) turnover at
propaganda ... They don't need Baruch (i.e.), the U.S.S. will
$100,000 to function in' the probably not b~ under too much
capacity they are .funcrioning scrutiny." He modified this by
now!" cried an outraged Lynne adding that newly-elected
Bursky, President of Baruch's members of student government
Day Session Student Govern- might find it difficult to keep
memo Lynne pointed to the fact - trackof what progress, if any, the
that $76,000 of this money will go U .5.S. has made.
to pay U .S.S. members' salaries, 'Dean Aaron displayed further
and $3,000 will go-toward their skepticism by stating that the
traveling. expenses. Both these- retroactivity of the resolution
amounts , she. asserted, .are might engender a question of
sUlleIfl.u~;..~bealso da.imed.that· .. leQal;t~ .' "J:I.o.w.•s..ou..ca.n.-i,m.~. a.
the U.S.S. has rteverpreseated to feeat a later 'polnt In time seems
.nerdOc~rrieri{ed'ev1de~¢e"oT'rh~if ""To'ra~e~nie1eg-arques(io~s;"'lie-
expenditures. contested.
Also, Lynne abhorred the fact And Lynne questions the state's
that the U.S.S. sought votes of rationale regarding U.S.S.
approval for their proposal by funding. A recent letter con-
asking CUNY student govern- cerning University Student
rnents to reach a decision during Government Activity Fees states,
rhe summer, a time when student "The implementation of. this
governments are out of session. resolution effective September I,
"It was absolutely unethical! . .. 1978 is required as the state has
It was horrendous!": Lynne determined rhar tax-lev'y funding
exclaimed III defiance of' this
method.
Fee HikeotoBegin
° •• Next Semester . ,
by Steve Moskowitz
A proposal mandating a fi fry
cent increase per semester in
Student Activity Fees was recently
adopted by the Board of Higher
Education and ratified by more
than two-thirds of CUNY's
student government. Because the
increase is retroactive to this
semester, students will be'
. required to pay an additional'
dollar . for next semester only,
while in subsequent semesters the
escalation' will remain at" fifty
cents.
The additional money, totaling
approximately $100,000, will go
.to the University Student Senate
(u.S.S.). According to a recerit
,-<,
press release, U .S.S. Chairperson
Edward Roberts said the ad-
President Segall has amiounced ranges from medieval drama to ditional benefits students will
. the apPQintmentof Dr. Martin techniques of teaching English. receive as a result of the fee hike
Stevens, Dean of Humanities and He is also saidtohave a special ~include: "Monthly publication of
:~.P1~essOt~of &gHStr'.at·~L~'. in~~~t:.:tn;~~~£~st1:Kl." ._c. ...•..~~..c}-JbtX..YOJC~p,J:~iOl].?f
College, as Dean of the School of Of Dean Levy, who willreturn Togistical support for' student
:.UberaI_Arls~:.and Sciences .ef- .io' the ·speech.bepartmerii-~h~re.: -.raniesan(r.prO!e~~s;· (~-rei~rHi~n
fective January 1. . he continues as chairman, the of legal counsel; the establish-
Dean Stevens will succeed Dean President said: "At my urging, ment of an ongoing lobby effort
Louis Levy, who has served on an (he) has held the Dean's post in Albany and Washington D.C.;
-acring basis since July of last longer than he contemplated or and the publication of bulletins
year. wish~- and publications to help
The appointment was an- Dean Stevens received his students."
nounced by the President October bachelor's degree from Western Before the. adoption. and
27 and was approved by the Reserve University as a speech subsequent ratification of this
Board of Higher. Education at its major in 1949, where he was proposal, the U.S.S. received
Monday night meeting. Dean elected to Phi Beta Kappa and money by requesting each CUNY
Stevens will also hold ap- graduated magna cum laude. The student government to submit
point ment as Professor of following year he received his $500 per semester to them. "If
English. master's degree in speech from I
President Segall said of Dean the same institution. In 1956 he . '
Stevens: "His research output received a PhD in English.
Martin Stevens New
..' .
LiberalArts Dean
'1..'--
/
,..;.... ~.,
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Dean Levy Returns
to Speech Dept.
by Matt Santoro
Dean Louis Levy of the School
of Liberal Arts and Sciences, who
has been serving on an "act ing
basis" since last July, will be
succeeded by Dr. Mart in Stevcns ,
Dean of Humanities and
Professor of English at Lehman
College. This appointment was
approved by the Board of Higher
Education after it was announced
by President Segall in October.
Dean Levy, has been at Baruch
College since his graduation from
- . - .
CUNY ·in 1932. As of January
first, he will' be returning. to the
Speech Department as chairman
upon the arrival of Dean Stevens.
Levy has held the role of Speech
Department-chairman for "30
years" ~
. Under President Segall, Levy
has been with.theposition
"longer than he contemplated".
He had wished to retain the
posiuon, however he. "never
sought the position in an active
way". He had hoped to stay on
for one semester.
Dean. Levy was appointed to
Baruch's registrar's office after
his graduation in 1932 and
worked there as a clerical
assistant. 'He graduated a Phi
Betta Cappa; 'in fact, -all those
who worked in the. registrar's
office were: according to Le'\-'Y,
"all Phi Beta. Cappas" .The work
in the registrar's office was a.
"steppingsfone to the faculty" ...
In 1932 he was appointed 'as 'a
Tutor at Baruch for $1;200 a year
and remained at this post for 6. J
years until' he' 'became an in-
structor in 1938. 'His salaryasa
continued on page,a
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was set up in the three glass
display cases in the 24th S1.
lobby, orders were given to
dose the show.
The con flier seemed to arise
over the items used in the work.
Louis said: "My pieces are not
only art work but functional in
every day living ." The pieces
included umbrella handles. tie
dips. and pipes that were all hand
made. It was t he pipes that
allegedly led to the dosing ofthe
- - -
show. Mr. Agruso said that Dean
Marilyn Mikulsky claimed' that
several people had complained to
o . .
her about the pipes. Somehow
Ms. Mikulskv and ihe unnamed .
. ~. .
disturbed observers connected the
beautifully detailed pipes with, an
. illegal plant known as xannabis
sativa, .rnore popularly 'known as
-. marijuana. Louis Agruso ex-
plaIned:" I had put the exhibit up .
and stayed around for a few
minutes. The response to' the
showin 'those few minutes were
fantastic, People loved it. I
" ~<;;~ ~ , ~
...., ",""'. . c:
business major, was sponsored by
the Gay People ar Baruch to
exhibit some of his "functional
an objects". The an exhibit was
scheduled to run from Nov. 27th
through Dec. 11tho However,
three hours after the exhibition
• G •/
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On Monday, November 27th,
in a shocking move by [he Office
of Campus Planning a Baruch
College studenis artwork tha.
was being displayed in the lobby
of the 24th street building was
obstructed. Louis Argruso, a
./
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which contained foreign parts.
The manufactuers had felt these
were unnecessary and it was 2
months before the manufacturers
finally won.
do you choose one occupation .
over another. (7) Relate students'
values to various occupat ions. to
try to find .out which occupation
makes 'the student feel more
comfortable. (8) Look at the
- organization of the occupational
world: (9) Relate various
"majors" to ca.reers. (l0) St udy
the decision. making process'
involved in choosing a career. (11)
Seek career information
resources. (12) Help the student
~ .
make a tentative list of careers to
review. (13) Narrow the list. (14)
And finally, explorgjjrose specific
careers.
Dr. Senour said that anyone
who is having difficulty in
choosing a major should attend
these sessions. Also, if you are a
bashful . person then you can
arrange with Dr. Senour to meet
on a one-to-onebasis with him, if
group therapy is not your "cup of
tea". No attendance is taken and
it is not required, but this
program- is one which students
should take advantage.
Another program similar to
this one will be offered again next
semester. Keep on the look-out
for it!
After months of voting by the
other city colleges, waiting for
bids, waiting for seats, the Milnor
Construction Co, was finally con-
tracted to do' the job. $194,000
was alloted for architecture and
.$49,000 for the electrical system.
Mr. Al 'Zatorski. Associate Direc-
tor of Campus Planning, com-
-,
merited that alot had been done. ,
He stated that the efectrical panels
for stage lighting had already
,. been removed but that the main
lighting system had not -been
worked on yet. A tentative. com-
pletion date has been set for the
spring of 1979.
Since November 21, no classes
have taken place in the large
auditorium, located on the first
floor in the main building at 17
Lexington Ave. The work that
was supposed to be finished in
June 1978 hasn't been started as'
of yet', even though the seats have
been removed. '
The cause for delay" has been
the slow response from contrac-
tors. The remodeling is a federally
funded project and it is thought
that the amount of paperwork in-
volved acted as a deterrnent to the
bidding by contracters, The jobs
were finally divided up between
the .city colleges and a contracter
was sent to Baruch.
Another cause for delay was
with the American Seating Co.
Mrs: Mikulsky, director of Cam-
pus Planning, had wanted seats
. . .
Auditoriam·(J
aware of the various obstacles
•
which will confront them, when it
comes down to making a decision
on a career.
Dr. Senour said that the
pro~ram out line consisted of
. fourteen principle steps, or goals
which would be accomplished by
the end of the four week period.
These principles are: (I) Dr.
Senour said he wants to break the
normal counselor-student
relationship and build a personal
relationship with each student
attending the sessions. (2) Ex-
plain -. the general purpose of
Group Career Counseling' with
each student but confront all the
.,
'srudent but confront all the
general problems in a group-type
situation. (3) Discuss factors
contributing to registering at
Baruch, and selecting which
.school to attend for a major, i.-e.
Business. (4) Explore students'
interests as they' relate to work
and to recreation. (5) Review
employment experience in regard
to likes and dislikes to present and
future situations. (6) Clarify
values of each student, what is
important to the student, and how
New Program at Baruch
THE TICKER
by Keith Almodovar
For the past. three weeks the
Career Counseling Department,
located on the 17th floor of the
P .A.S. building, has been inviting
students into' their offices for a
special counseling program.
Many students received letters in
- .
the mail from the Counseling
Office asking them if they were
interested in the program.
The meetings take place once a
week, the hours can be arranged
with a counselor at the con-
venience of each student'. Usually
the meetings take place in a
relatively small room with no
more than five students, and each
meeting lasts approximately one
hour. The program lasts for the
entire month of November.
Dr. Roy Senour Jr., who is the
Coordinator of Career Coun-
seling and Placement' at Baruch,
was asked to describe what the
scope of the program is, he said,
"I think it brings into the in-
dividual the process of career.
development, It gets the student
to think of the process as one of
evolution rather t h a n
revolution." He also said the
program helps make the students
ArtShow
continued !rom"page 1
. , .
.returned three hours later to find
black garbage bags. over the
display case and the overhead
track lights turned off. I im-
mediately went to Ms. Mikulsky
to complain and was told the
alleged reasons.
Steven Koenig, President of the
Gay Club, and Editor of The
Ticker, had accompanied Louis
Agruso to Dean Mikulsky'soffice
on November 13th to obtain
permission to use the display
cases. Mr. Agruso had one of his
"art pipes" with him to show Ms.
Mikulsky an example of his art
work. Ms. Mikulsky took an
immediate liking to the presented
piece and said it would make a
good exhibition." The Ticker
attempted to contact Dean
Mikulsky for a comment, but was
informed by her office: "She
wasn't speaking to The Ticker
anymore."
added that the shows always sold
out immediately, bur that the
spirit of the students seem to have
changed. He recalls when the
college had only one building,
"We were together and
people's spirit was persuasive
throughout the institution ... we
had a common interest. It's time
we spun around ana come back;
the college would be a better place
if we were to recapture those
spirits. "
Dean Levy has been with
Baruch College now for 46 years,
something he calls "a career of a
lifetime". When asked how he
feels about going back to his
original capacity as Speech
chairman, he echoed the phrase of
Dolly Levi who said in the play,
"HELLO DOLLY", " 'It's nice
to be back where I belong.' "
but Lynne feels that because of
the aforementioned incidents, the
U .S.S. is off to an inauspicious
start. "There's got to be a
/ redefining of the priorities and
goals of the U.S.S, and a
reorganization of its structure so
it is more responsive to students'
needs," she insisted.
And Dean Aaron, pessimistic
about the "lock-in" fee, asserted,
"It's there-e-to remove it will take.
. . ,
a conscientious efort from all
CUN:V student governments. "
The extentto Which the. increase.
will benefit students remains to be
seen. Edward Roberts said in the
press release, "If we fail to
represent the students, the.'
students will know." In time,
CUNY students will find out.
York City and Westchester and'
Nassau counties high schools
. brought over 300 responses from
students with SAT scores of 1200
and more. Of these, 30 were
chosen to receive unrestricted
cash stipends. each woth $1,000 a
year for four years and renewable
semester by semester as long as
the recipients maintain at least a
3.0 grade average.
Twenty-six arrived on campus
in September and would be a
credit to any institution of higher
learning, say the _ committee
members. Notices of the new
round for freshmen entering Fall
1979 went out to high schools in
the metropolitan area this week.
President Nacmias said that the
Alumni .Associat ions par-
ticipation in this program is a
particularly satisfying one.
Courtesy Baruch Today
Fees Increase
THE SENATE ELECTIONS COMMITTEE
Is Sponsoring a
PRESIDENXIAL .CANDIDATES
DEBATE
What·are the effects of Thursday Decemper 14 at 12:00
Child Abuse?
Psychology Society Presents v.Rm-Graduate 'Lounge (Rm903-905 17 Lex. Ave.)
Guest Speakers from All students are invited to attend
Queens Society for the prevention \ A reception.willfollow
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Alumni Increase
.Merit-Scholarship Aid
In a major move at the Alumni
.Association Board of Directors
meeting last month, support of
'Baruch's second round in the
Merit Scholarship program was
increased substantially. The
budget for 1978-:79 will double the
number of scholarships from five
to 10, bringing the total number
of Baruch Merit Scholarships to
50.
The program IS jointly
sponsored by the Alumni
Association, the Wollman Fund,
the· Baruch Endowment and the
new Abraham Rosenberg Merit
Scholarship Fund" {see BIT,
10/.18/78).
In its commitment to qualify
education, the College made its
first effort last January to attract
top students. Letters to college
advisors and principals .of New
facuIty member was then $2400
annually, and soon it was raised
another $8,000. With this
financial boost he married. He is
now widowed and is the father of
two children, a son 33. and a
daughter, 35;· he is the gfand-
father of 3 children, one from his
son, and two from his daughter.
One of his main ac-
complishments at Baruch was the
founding of Theatron, which,
thanks to him, has been in
existence for 30 years. He advised.
and directed students' shows
which were "always successful
and the social highlights of the'
year".
"The shows were different in
·those years," he said in an
nostalgic air. "The organization
did not receive any support ...
we were self sufficient. " He
· Dean Levy
continuedfrom page 1
continued from page 1_
of the U.S.S:is inappropriate."
"Is it appropriate for an
organization (the U.S.S.) that is
subservient to the Board of
· Higher Education and the
Chancellor of CUNY to receive
funding from studentsrt " Lynne
rhetorically asked..Herchagrined
tone evinced her anger.
Both Lynne and. Dean Aaron
feel there is a need for the U .S.S.,
but only if it can effectively
· benefit the students. There are an
estimated 80 similar
organizations. to the u.s.s.. in 46
.states. However, in most of these
states, such organizations are stilt
in their formative stages and,
therefore, their efficacy cannot
yet be judged.
The trend has now hit CUNY,
\.
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but good, and. the atmosphere is.'
verypl~utyou needsome
time-to s~d:here~ the food takes
a little time coming from the kit-
chen.
Panacea: Across the street on'
Third Avenue between 23rd and
24th Streets is strictly take out but
offers good nau!fal foods at
reasonable prices. Sandwiches,
salads and hot, dishes that change
frequently travel well to the
Baruch Cafeterias.
Dennis' (if' you can take a 10
minute walk) '18th Street and
Fi fth Avenue or Brownies: 16th
Street just off of Union Square
West are two more good natural
food alternatives. Dennis' offers
take out service with a good varie-
ty of interesting food and there is
a bright green and white com-
fortable seating area. Brown!es is
strictly a sit down place but the
service is speedy. The atmosphere
is lively. The food is good, but ex-
pensive.
offers everything from rrurn-
danishes of all flavors at 25' to
money-sapping moscha layer
cakes.
The final prize of pastry-lovers
lies on Park Avenue South north
of 28th Street in the Belmore
Cafeteria. The cafeteria has a
complete display rack of pastry
assortments ranging from slices
of-strawberry-covered cheese cake
to napoleons. With a clip of
coffee to wash your snack down.
the bill amounts to slightly over
one dollar. There is no need to
feel lonely here since a large
vivacious 'population of taxi
drivers patronize the place. The
cafeteria besides providing tables
to sit behind, offers telephone and
restroom facilities.
In the immediate vicinity of
Baruch college; there are many
more place to visit besides pastry
corners. Bur for a filling snack to
calm pre-exam nerves, there is no
better substitute with which to
accommodate yourself.
area where you can get a some-
what nutritious lunch for a very
, .
good price.
Bessings Curry House: 27th Street
between Madison and Fifth Aven-
ues-right ,around the corner
from the 26th Street Building.
Only three tables inside but for
25~ extra your meal is well packed
to travel. Generous portions of
vegetable and chicken curries are
well under $2.00, and this in-
cludes a terrific saffron rice. Beef
and lamb curries are still under
$2.50. A wide variety fo side
dishes and desserts are only 35~ to
75~. The food is interesting,
wholesome, and in most cases.
spicy. One of the best bargains
around.
Raja Rani: 22nd Street between
Park and Broadway offers a
generous' luncheon special Curry
for $2.25. This includes tea, rice,·
curry and the accompanying con-
diments. Again. the food is spicy,
Pastry Delicacies
Near Baruch by Toni Antonelli
offers vast assortments of high-
quality edible items from cross-
buns to special Halloween and
Thanksgiving pastries. Just to
stand outside the shop and sniff
in the fresh-baked air emanating
through the display window will
persuade }'OU to let go of your
wallet.
However, before letting go of
your walletvtake-a-walk further
up 3rd Avenue to the corner of
27th Street where you can find the
"same goodies at more reasonable
prices. This place is La Delice
Pastry Shop at 372 3rd Avenue. It
is an authentic French pastry shop
incarnated straight from the
streets of Paris. Even the em-
ployees are French. Word of
,warning: they are so French that.
when ordering, you have to
closely watch their quick hands to
see if they pur the pastry you
ordered: in your bag, instead of
some foreign edible [hey are
having t rouble get ting rid of. Also
count , your change. The shop
. -; ..
SHOW THAT YOU CARE.
SIGN UP AM> BE COU-NTED.
MAKE THEYOICES OF
TRULY CONCERNED PEOPLE.
,
BE HEARD.
Name: ---:' ~---
To concerned students and all concerned
persons at Baruch College.
As indicated bvthe articles and editorials in this issue of
. .
TICKER, the lack of lounge space on campus has become
intolerable. The lack of lounge space is no longer just an
inconvenience: it is an injustice. To show the solldarity of
all students. facult~r and administration members on this
issue, the following petition' has been created.
z : "Li
.SchooI: --------:;;,;--------,.-;~---
: I I
(
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Belmore's: Cafeteria style,
located on 28th Street and PAS.
The prices are good, as is the food
and the size of the portions.
-
Pizza: There are a couple of fairly
good pizzerias around the Baruch
- Blimpie's: Located on PAS, bet-
,
ween 26th and 27th Streets. The
usual Blimpie heroes will fill you
up and not be too expensive.
1211
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For Baruch students who have
no respect for their waistline,
there are many edible things to do
during class breaks. However the
overpriced, low quality Baruch
cafeteria foods force the wary
Baruch s t u d n e t into the
surrounding streets in search of
better eating grounds to the
dreary assembly-line pizza stalls.
doughnut shops, and coffee
houses which dot the Baruch
.. 'campus" .
However if pastries ;emain a
stable pan of your diet and if the
range of your class break tastes go
beyond brownies and doughnuts,
there is a whole world of better
pastries just waiting to melt on
your tongue. There are three
. ~ ~
excellent pastry corneres within a "-
few minutes walk from the
school's facilities, each offering
more variety than all of Baruch's
cafeterias and surrounding coffee
shops combined.
The first is the Grammercy
Pastrv Shop located on 3rd
. Avenue between 21st and ·22nd
-:-::--+--+-""'1 Streets. The Gramercy Pastry
Shop is a bit over-priced. but it
• I
',. ; J • J
.. , .
IS Tristan's beloved
17 Neighbor of Uruguay
(abbr.)
?2 Heretofore (2 wds.)
23 Width of a narrow
road :2 wds . )
24 Well-known airline
25 Being evasive
28. Prepare for
30 Fess Parker role
35 Pitcher Paige
36 Make believe
37 Sills
38 Earthquakes
39 Art lover
40 Candle fat
41 One' of famous
musical group
43 Talked disrespect-
fully
46 Scarlett's closing
word
49 Brake part
51 Feed the kitty
53 Eithers' partners
54 Part of NNP
55 Calendar abbrevi-
ation
56 Expression of
won de nnen t,
Collegiate CW78-3
Blarney Stone: Located on 23rd
Street, between Lex. and Park
Avenue South. If you can. get
through your first impressions at
the door, buy one of their always
fresh, well portioned .and deli-
cious sandwiches arid bring it to a
back, table. There are also good.
substantial. hot dishes. and inex-
pensive beer andsoda. The prices
for the quality of the food and the
size of the portions. cannot be
matched.
Jack's Nest: Good, but fairly ex-
pensive for lunch; Southern soul
food. Jacks is located on 3rd Ave-
nue between 23rd and 24th
Streets.
Beefburger Fair: On 23rd Street.
between Lex and PAS. Go there
for just that-hamburgers. They
are pretty good, and moderately
priced.
Take-out Sandwiches: from the
Deli located on Lexington A venue
between 23rd and 24th Streets
(west side of street). are good and
moderately priced. They're cer-
tainly far better than the school
cafeteria's. and certainly not,
more expensive.
: ~ ,
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DOWN
1 Decelerate
2 Sees the light
(2 wds. )
3 National league
team
4 Com~ison word
5 Amnsed expressIon
6 Sellout sign
7 Telephone-dial
t ri a
From -- Z
Round: Fr.
Gym shoe
-- 1. Gillis
Analyzes
like los Angeles
:;S r i ng
4 7 Sym pat hy "s uar t ne r
48 New Testament hook
'In Ranqp tyoe
)1 jnuut~ ui dlscovery
C1:' Classic TV cornedy
s e I' i e s (2 wd s . )
J 7 !)oe q i r l , eta 1 .
SS Name for a terrier
S9 Bam fi r s t
60 ~1ovie part (2 wds.)
543
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16
18
13
21
27
1
59
44
48
by Darleen Bever
and Bernadette Lynch
BoBo's: Located right on 23rd St.
between Lex and 3rd. BoBo's is a
clean. inexpensive place to eat
with fast service. The Chinese
food is good. 'as are the deli sand-
wiches.
Bagel Nosh: Located on 3rd Ave.
between 21 and 20th Streets. It is
an attractive place to eat-clean
and comfortable. The bagels are
always fresh. and so are the very
good salads. They are slightly
overpriced. but tend to be less ex-
pensive when the bagel and sand-
wich filler are ordered separately
and taken out. Why not order
your lunch and bring it to the
cafeteria?
Goldberg's Pizza:' Goldberg's is
on 3rd Avenue at 20th St. The piz-
za is thick-crusted. ordered by the
pie, and delicious. It runs into a
rather expensive lunch, but. on
occasion. it's worth it.
Kentucky Fried Chicken: Located
right an the corner of 23rd Sf. and
3rd Ave. Inexpensive lunch packs
can be bought, .and the quality is
pretty good for the price. You can McD'on ald/s and Arthur
eat there or take it out. Treacher's: are both on 23rd
collegiate crossword
8
9
10
11
12
14
.........page·l·-1
52
. i . I
57
ACROSS
1 Rows of cut qrain
7 Actress Mason
13 Shavi ng c reams
IS Vocalizes
16 Big Eight t eai:
(2 wds. )
18 Estrange from a
habit
19 Spanish gold
20 Part of Fred rlint-
stone phrase
21 Military branch
(abbr. )
22 Fastened with a pin
26 r"ap pa rt
27 Part of a golf game
29 Smearers
. 31 Conference wi th the
..
enemy
32 Accompany
33 Everythi ng
34 Bout'decision
35 -- cord
38 Fishing nets
41 Without exception
(2 wds.)
42 Hemingway. et al.
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Is the J ovan World
Ready for Baby X?
: '
..".
TICKER:1:hCVl~~tJ ~fr;y.~~~: -J.
Ms Mok: ThankYou. .c.c r '"f
Ms. Mok: Oh yes. I personally
advise many, of [he Chinese
students at Baruch, and serve as a
consultant to the Asian Student
Association and the Chinese
Cultural Club.
TICKER: Do you have -any
closing remarks?
Ms. Mok: I would like to invite
all interested students to enroll in '
a class next semester. The classes
are both' very' interestingrand :
enjoyable. The Chinese language
is becoming, more .and .more
popular within the Western
hemisphere and can serve as a
valuable tool tostudents involved'
in international business.
work together. I feel most of the
students are very serious minded
perhaps .because many of them
are business. majors. 1 really enjoy
it.
TICKER: What would you say to
a student curious about studying
the Chinese language?
Ms. Mok: Many people believe
that Chinese is a very difficult
language to learn. Actually, the
spoken language is not. Even to
recognize the Chinese word isn't
that difficult. The only tough pan
is the writing of -thc characters.
Anyone can speak basic Chinese
in a few months, but to master the
language takes years and years of
.5 t udy just Iike any ot her
language. The grammar is also
very simple.
TICKER: How do you like the
students?
Ms. Mok: I also like them very
much. The students get better and'
better with time. I don't think
there is one student who is in any
of my classes that doesn't take the
course seriously. Everyone
realizes that they have to work
hard. The enrollment of the
classes is also very good, always
averaging about 100 students for
all four classes.
Interview:
,
Prof. Ellie Mao' Mok
PageS
by Daryl Williams
TICKER: Good afternoon and
. thank you for making this in-
terview possible. Could you tell us
a Iittle about yourself.
Ms. Mok: Thank you, I received
my early educational training in
China, I, also received my
bachelor degree in China. As a
matter of fact, I have two
bachelor degrees, one in
education and the other in music,
from Peking and St. Johns
Universities in Shanghai. I came
to the United States in January
1947, following the Second World
War and briefly attended Oberlin
College. Then I transferred to the
Julliard School of Music and
TICKER: How do you like
teaching at Baruch? '
Ms. Mok: I like .it very much
because Baruch's -Taculty and
,students are very friendly" and
, work together. I feel' most of the
students are. very friendly and '
"
," ,
--~
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studied singing arid.voicetraining . TICKER: - What dialect o.
for one and a half years. After· Chinese is taught in the Classes
that . I attended Columbia here at Baruch?
University where I received a Ms. Mok: I teach Mandarin, the
Master Degree in Mu'sic~ P~ki'hg "dialect. in all of my
Education. In my-purSUit of" classes. I also wrote all three
becoming -~ concert ,singer, Lbooks being' used by my classes,
began singing and giving recitals including a book I recently wrote
which took me throughout the entitled' 'China Today' for the
United States and Europe. I was advance class which provides a
ir sr-ired by reviews I received concise but clear modern history
from The New York Times and of China.
The Herald Tribune and decided
to further my musical study in
Vienna. I stayed in Vienna for
two years, 1954-1956, learningthe
German language and traditional
German repertoires. After my
0-f"---p~nge~..Kf~af.l~+ner-'ffiOO-w'-../V;:-"srfr?f~ Vien na , I on ce again
continued to perform, singing in
Vienna, Paris, Hong Kong, the
West Indies, the United States,
and as a soloist with the Honolulu
Symphony in Hawaii. During this
time though, I had gotten married
and had two children, and settled
down in New York. I was offered
a job with the United Nations to
teach Chinese; they were in need
of someone knowledgeableof the
Peking dialect. I was an ideal TICKER: Do you, partake in any
candidate for the job because of other activities while at Baruch?
my fluency with that dialect,m.y
educational abilities, and my
knowledge of Chinese literature. I
taught at the U.N. for twelve
years. The more I became in-
volved with teaching the Chinese
language, the more I enjoyed it.
hi 1970 I started to teach Chinese
at Hunter College, where I
remained as a part time teacher
for' .two years .before coming to
Baruch College; I was the first
Chinese language teacher Baruch
ever had.
, .
Also, I should like to add that I
am not writing this to illuminate
, the plight of worneruIri terms of
the rritenesses of sexism, men are
far more oppressed. A woman in
a three-piece-suit is simply stylish:
a man in a gown is far less
favorably received (unless you're
John Belushi at a toga party). A
woman dressed in' blue turns no
heads; arnan in pink might be a
Bowie fan. A woman has the right
to wear or not to wear makeup, to
grow her hair short or long; a
man more or less has these
decisions made for him.
, - .
'While most men today (and I
repeat emphatically, most) do not
choose to exercise these 'deprived
rights, I think it is clear that the
principle is of more consequence.
Can anyone, honestly, justify
what- it is about pink that is in-
trinsically feminine?
In the end, hOwever, I would
like to think' that the utopians v,
would learn to appreciate· a ~
person first for their mind, heart,
and soul, and not their category
. '.,;
-
interesting side effect would
emerge in trying to integrate these
utopians into our present society.
Would the control group (you and
I) end up humiliating these people
into banishment?-like God
telling Adam and Eve they were
naked. Would the utopians be
able to understand the categories
of the outside world? Or merely
disregard them as unimportant?
Predictably, there would be
problems. For example, these
utopians never learned that their
romantic interests were to be
restricted to one sex since, of
,course, the distinction bet ween
the sexes would never have been
made. I doubt you would be able
to explain to this utopian that its
interests would have to be
restricted to longer haired
creatures, since the category
would be meaningless.
Abnormal? Sure. Meaning' that
it is out of the ordinary-like any
other utopia. The morality of any
system is questionable, but again,
, morality, and normality are' not
the concerns of this piece. '[he
point in question here is choice,
freedom, and 'conditioning. I
think it is .possible for one to feel
,cheated because somuch of their
lifestyle is predetermined.
~ continued on p. 11,
Then Jife would go as usual.
Since I lns!:ln~tively fear total
"sameness",~itr'fI1ffdr~
be able to wear any choice of
colors-i ncl udi ng bl ue and
pink-as long as they were chosen
randomly. Style would be simply
non-sexist-overalls, . shins and
slacks etc. Education, behavior,
and interests would all be
neut erized, working on the
assumption that "goodn.ess" or
"worthiness" are sexist concepts.
All sexist nuances would have
to go also. Hair length would
traditionally be at the base of the
neck, unless the child initiated a
lengthening or shortening. Names
would have to be created to insure
their neutrality.
The most curious results of this
manipulated (or unmanipulated)
soc i e t y re rna ins pur ely
speculative. But the questions,
concepts and problems that
'emerge are 'provo.cativein
themselves. , ,
Most obviously, the children
raised in this utopia would have
no categories on which to judge
people except the merit of their
per sonatitv . AJI' hopeless
romantics need'. not, be dishear-.
tened, as males and females as
categories .would still exist, but
sexuality, - would not lead to
sexism. Freedom as an ideal has
, never seen the likes of this!
by Diane Salvatore
Is the Twentieth Century
world, which mass-produces
Jovan bottles in far more com-
promising positions than any
God- fear i n g , Ii.v e - a t- hom e
children would allow their
mothers to find them, ready for
the creation' of a totally non-sexist
utopia?
Resisting the temptation to
answer that the-Twentieth
Century world-America, ex-
pecially-is ready, to accept
almost anything, I would tend to
think the realization of all the
ramifications of, a completely
non-sexist world would outrage,
if not paralyze, most of the
world.
cWhy? Laughably needless to
say, our society is acutely aware
of the interaction-socially, First I would need, at the very
sexually, intellectually, least, fifty volunteered infants.
emotionally, morally, This opens up endless moral
academically, athletically (need I arguments. But in theory, I
go on?)-of males and females. reserve the right to use orphans
It's America's favorite category. who were receiving' less than
Granted, this categorizing is desireable treatment elsewhere.
not, in itself, sexist. Neither are Most certainly, any parents who
the Jovan bottles sexist as much . wanted to work with their own
as they are sexual (not to mention infant would be welcome also.
tacky; really-whatever are the Afterall.society permits adults to
scents like"). What can be said raise their offspring in a fashion
about this categorizing is not even they deem good, so that this
that it is second nature; it is, in utopia would just be another
fact, OUI:' nature period. option. Moreover, children all
However, what if thiswere not around the world today are born
the' 'case?', Wh~t . if ',' ,'ey'er,Y' " into - families and .denied the:'
sexual/sexist' cue or category was choice of religion, economic
eliminated? How would the world status, and· even general lifestyle
operate? (the Jim Jones affair).
Think me not daft. I imagine
that I would be at as much of a Next, we would have to have
loss as, the next person if -these the parents, or surrogate parents,
convient cues were gone. But at -' highly trained in neuter child-
the same time, we would all be raising. And the environment
would have to be isolated from all
,dragged up out of our laziness
influences of the outside world.
and forced to really pay attention.
Admittedly, the 'idea of this
utopia is not originally mine. I
read an article in high school (any
author or sources I have
regretably forgotten) that
described the early years of a
child (X) who was brought up
void' of all sexual stereotyping.
"X" always wore red and white
striped overalls, and was never
taught any perference for trucks
over dolls, or cooking over
football. Consequently, "X"
grew .up very well-rounded. The
only individuals- who were having
trouble adjusting were those
~frustrated by the .Iack of
categories. Disappointedly, the
article ended where the best
content might have began. It
ended leaving "X" at adolesence,
saying something to the effect
that now "X" will be able to
show the world what sex it really
was.. The assumption being, of
course that ,,'X" will court a boy
or a girl and thus reveal its True
Indentity.
Really? I think this ending is
naive, to be most kind. ux" was,
used to not having to make any
sexist, choices; Why should this
end at his/her lovelife?
At any rate, sexuai'preference
is not the main, thrust of, this
rambling speculation. My interest
lies in, the creation ofanon-sexist
community ~,Here is' how it would,
"De born. ' '
"
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Frank Berman
-i.-~.
The writer states that fostering
..hatred is .wr9ng. But making
believe as if it never happened, or
turning the other. cheek, is twice
as wrong and shows ignorance in
the past, and irresponsibility to
the future.
I commend [he Jewish Council
of Baruch, for rhe exrensive-
presentation, which moved so
many people, and made them
aware of the facts. WE MUST
NOT FORGIVE, WE MUST
NOT FORGET.
.~J
.....·f
Letters
Editorial
~ 1978 The Ticker Association Published biweekly under the
authority of the Ticker Association of Baruch College. Opinions
expressed are those of individuals, and not necessarily of the
Ticker. It is the policy of The Ticker to accept all res~nsible
opinions and letters. All letters must be signed. Names will be
wit.hhe\d. by nqueat.. All eopy is subject to editing at the· dis-
cretion of the editor. Address all communications to The Ticker.
Box 377 137 "East 22nd Street, New York. N.Y. l()(BO... '.
Telephone: 725-7620.
We offer thanks to the students who have
signed the Operation S.P.A.C.E. petition for more
lounges, and to those who are boycotting the rip-
off cafeterias. We urge those who have not, to do
so. The only way changes and improvements can be
made at Baruch is through your "action. Weare
greatly encouraged by stude~t response so far, and
we hope you will continue to make your voices
heard, as well as those of your fellow students.
Student Government elections are quickly
.coming upon us, and we urge all of you to listen
seriously to the issues, and then cast your ballot.
This is your school.
spend m~e than a certain per-
centage of their budgets for food.
I don't know about other students
in Baruch, but I have personally
witnessed many astudenr look
very grateful for the large noon--
rime snack provided by a club
during Th ursday a(r_~.!:noon.
During a student confrontation
with Lynn, she replied that due to
a paucity of funds she was unable
to spend large sums of money for
frivilous undertakings. 'This
statement might be plausible bur
for the fact that she presented a
sum of over $59,000 to. the
College Association as
To the Editor: unallocated funds (this is money
It was with great dismay that I November 14, 1978 that could be used for students).
read the letter appearing in the I have' a suspicion about Lynn
November 29 Edition of the To the Editor: that, quite frankly, does not
TICKER. The letter 'was written The' present administration of enhance my ability to believe in
in regard to the holocaust exhibit, Lynn Bursky defies even the most the positive human nature. I think
displayed recently' by the Jewish corrupt comparison. In- that we are going to seea great
council of Baruch. In it, the sensitivity, in its . grossest flow.of parties and festivities just
writer expresses his defiriitioncmust be the charge. I before elections in December or
"amazement" as to why "people do not know what she feels should January. I, for one, am not going
insist on 'rehashing' the be the role of Student Govern- w fall for this obvious attempt to
atrocities ... of the past" ment , but I am certain what she buy my vote.
There are over 250 Nazi war does no! consider it to be. She There is one final issue that I must
criminals living in the United cannot possibly feel that she get off my chest about this
States of America today. And as should be the initiator of activities person. My quesiton: Where the
if that weren't" bad enough, and social events that would hell is the Assembly? I'm now
thousands of people support the enhance the lives of Baruchians. told that the number that now
nazi cause, whose ultimate goal is During the last administrator, we constitutes a quorum is 5. We
the genocide of a people. saw boatrides with unlimited elected 33 members, so wouldn't
Boloslavs Maikovsk is is a nazi food, drink and music; we saw a a quorum be 17? If her party
war criminal living in Mineola, packed two weekends of ski trips members are now no longer'
N. Y. The butcher of Riga, as he <' at Pine Grove and never did a eligible because of' academic
was called, used to take babies -school day pass when a student probation or disgust with _their
and after throwing themup in the couldn't grab a cup of coffee or leader Lynn, then Lynn 'is sup-
air, catch them on his bayonet. tea in rhe Student Government posed' to appoint the candidates
This is just one of the many, offices. Now, we are fortunate if who came in next during the last
many crimes to humanity the offices are even open .. Ad- election. If Lynn Bursky thinks
committed by murderers like this. ditionally, if Student Government . that when I vote, I'm going to
We cannot and must not close wasn't. sponsoring a party or forget her tyrannical rantings and
our eyes, and sit ·back hoping that get togetheron the 4th floor, then ravings during her dictatort'i~, ..
it will never happen again. . . the clubs were having a party in she is obviously laboring un4f:r a
NAY. We must be 'constantly the Oak Lounge. I just found out grave misconception.
educated of the facts, so that IT that, according to Lynn's fees r
- . . WI L L N EVE R H APP EN committee, restraints were placed . Sincerely.yours,
>: . _ _~9~1~;_Ar ,,. ,,,. L",- .. ~~~~.J.'l~'i!!!~~t'?..1.~!Jb~.p.t.~__~:._•.•_.:~,..~.~_&eetl.'-Q,)it,[~tor..."...- - _ _-_ _.. -- . . . .' . .
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SUPPLEMENT
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Candidacy forms inside. -.1';:
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The Student Government, repre~enting the interests of all
stud~nt~, i~ comprised of a college-wide upper hou~e known as
the Student Senate, and th.ree lower hou~es, representing the .'
!C:eparate _.student bodie~: Subj.ect ... to "College rules and regulations,
the Senate and 're~pective as~emblies have"authority in. the areas
of College governance, student affairc;, club activities and
administr.tion.of the student government activity fees.
...... _":.., ;- ....... . ~, : - ,_ . ~. . . -.~ _ _ ,-' _. _. __ .- _ _
. . -.. -,
• ... : ; .' ." '., .: '. t : ... ' I '" ..... I , , .:"; . . . '. ,_. .r;;' - . .
The Bernard M-.Barueh Colleqe Association, Inc. is .
,. .••.• • ..• , •.• ~ ._" -.- .. -. .' .'.. _ ••••' .• ' •.•••• ', . , •• _ .•,. -"'... • • yl " - • .~ '"...... • .,' " • ..~
governed· by &'co-rporate BOard of Di-rectors. Thi~ Board reviews
and aPDrove!C: the annua 1. budgets and po licy decisions of the
re~pective_operatin9boards under its jurisdiction-: The~e are the
Commun-ic~tion Board, the Athletic Board, t~eAuxiliary Services.
Board, -and the ·Student Center Board.•
-'.-~ .,.;1
t
,"
policies and
and broadcast
The Communications Board i~ concerned with
fi~cal matter~ relevant to stuoent publications
facilitie!Q. ~! -5\)
'....../
The Athletic Board recommend!!; and'prov~des oversight for the
e~penditure of ~tudent fees ·for athletic purposes.
The Auxiliary'Services Board is res~nsible for the policies
-relating to the College bookstore and food serv!ces and for the
review of fiacal matters pertaininq to these ~rvices.
TheStuden~ Center Board recommends· policies and establishes
z'uLes and regulation~ governicnq -the .' Studen-t Center a--nd ~its--re-Iated .'
operation~ and programs. It also provides fiscal over~ight for·
matters a~~ociated with the operation of the Student Center an~ its
program~.
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In order to make !lJtudent government respon's~ve to the needs
of Baruch students, the Senat~ Elections Committee urges ail
students to· participate in the electoral process •
•
Published by the
Senate Elections Committee .... -'-'-'
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PROCEDURES FOR DAY· SESSION
S~ENT GOVERNMENT ELECTION
FALL 1978
'-
1. Election for offices in the Day Session Stu.de,nt Asselnbly shall
. be .conducced by mail ballot. ·Ballots will be mailed. to students .'
on Friday, December' 2Cf, 1978 and must be· received by Honest Ballot
Associatj.on,Inc. no later than ~:OO a.m., January 10, 1979.· '
2., Honest Ballot Association, Inc. is des.Lqria t.ed as the independent
ballot association,. as 'approved by the Senate Elections Committee
on November 16, 1978, for the purpose' of insuring an honest
election.
, "
3. Deadline for submitting declaration of candida~y forms shall be
Monday, December'll, 1978 at 4:30 p.m.
4 •. Declaration of Candidacy forms may be picked up as of November 29,
1978 at the following locations:
'"
Student Activities Office, Room 104, Student Center
Dean of Students Office, Room 1702, 360 Park Avenue South
Student Information Desk, lobby, Student Center
5. Each caridd.dace "shall submit to the Office of .t.he Dean of Students,
Room 1702 at 360 Park Avenue South, a set of five copies of the
Declaration of Candidacy forms c-omp'Le t e Ly filled out (platforms and
'. party optional), ·signed,of which one copy will "be "retain"ed ibythe
Dean of S~udents, the rest submitted to the Senate Elections
Committee.;
6. Separate candidacy forms ~ust be filled ou~ for each elected
position that a candidat§ ~s applying for.
7 •. All completed forms shall be -dated and stamped and given to the
Senate Elections Committee for further process~ng. (Candidates
must provide all infor~ation requested on the Declaration of
Candi.dacy form, except; platform and the party, which are optional) .. .~
8. A.copy of the#platform with the candidate's'name, class, division,
office candidate is runni~g for and the student's politicai party
de s Lqna t Lon , if any, shall be submitted within 24. hours a f t.e r the
Declaration of Candidacy deadline date to all student media~
POSITIOOS TO FIlL nus EIECITOO
•__ : ... 'l.
... "-'
' •• - • -. oJ ,_1
President .
Treasurer (D.S.A. Constitution requires that candidates
III.lSt have canpleted 6 credits in accounting.)
Senator
Councilman
Three representatives-at-large (1 frem each school)
Twenty-four ~ssemblymen, to be elected by and from
each'of'th~ freshman, sophomore~ j~nior and' senior
classes of the Schools of Busines$, and Public
Administration, Education, and Liberal Arts .a nd Sciences.
Two members of the Fees "Committee
Two members of the Faculty-Student Discipline Committee
Five members of the Ticker Association
Five members of the Sentry Associatiorr
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
( 10)
*" ..... ',- ..... ~'.
. ~.
- ,-, .. ' .
...
.; .
-... .~•. r ". ... .'. .. .. .. .:..,..; . • .. • " ' .
: ~ ---
.- .' "-, ..'. .
'-
(11)
(12)
( 1-3)
(14)
(15)
Thr~e members of the. Board of Directors .of the Bernard M •.
Baruch College' Ass,ociation, Inc. .
Two members of'the Conunu,nications Board'
'!Wo members' 'of the Athletic Board
- °
One member of .. the' Auxiliary Services Board
Two.members-of the Student Center Board f •..
'\.
10.
No 8..tudent s-hall run fqr. moz'e .than one .elected assembly position •
.
The Senate Elections Committee shall keep on file a stamped
. \
and dated copy of all Declarations of Candidacy forms
submitted.
1\.
11.
13.
A11cafididates must be matriculated day studen~s in good
scholastic and academic standing .acoord i.nq to Baruch College·
regulations. Students must be registered for a minimum of
12 credits and have at Lea s t.ia 2.0 grade point· average.
Freshmen will be allowed to rUn on their pz-ev i.oua scholastic
achievements which' enabled them t.o t a t.t.end this unive'rsity.
~ .
All~andidates must be registered in the session in which
they are running for o f f Loe,
A min,imum of five' school days beyond the deadline for sub-
mitting,the "Declaration of Candidacy must be allowed for
campaigning.
lit. All candidates and political parties are pe.rsonal1y respon-
.__ . __ '__8_ib.le 'fo_rwhe_re .. andhow their.posters and flyers are
affixed (posting of such items on doprs, w~lls,etc., is
against school regulations) and 'for the removal·of all of
_-.~;t~eJ.:r.c.cc.\m~.ign.materials.. Each -. po~iticalparty or indepen-
, --. . - .'
dent candidate must; designate the names of person(s) who
wi~l 'be 'rt!-sPo'nsible forrem6ving 'all Campaign literatur.ea£ter·
the election.
I). All complaints concerning violations of elections ,procedures
shall be made in writing to the Student Election Review
Committee within 48 hours after their occurrence.
16. A.ll candidates are pe r-sona Ll.y, responsible for all expenses
incurred in their campaign, including payment ,for advertise-
m~nts in College media, and shall not accept any funds from
any officially registered Baruch College Organizat·ion.
Student .activities-fees shall not'be~sedfor campaign
purposes. Any registered student organization who -
receives student activities fees is'prohibited from using
these fees to generate campaign contributions. A-II cam-
paign expenditures are aub j ect, to review by the Student
Elections Review Committee.
11. No ca-ndidate is permitted to interfere in .any way with an
opponent's or another candidate's campa i 9 n •
.
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Candidates are prohibited from rallying or demonst~ating
in the bookstore, library, and classrooms.
A candidate may campaign only before a class begins or
after a class has ended.
When a candidate'claims that he or she is endorsed by an
officially...reg-istered Baruch.Colle,ge Organization~ the. °
-"candIda~--1.-s--resijons-ifi-Ie'-'for -navIng --a-' wrT~te nO-endorsement ',-
signed by the organizatioripresidenta~dfive members,and
'-a telephone r- number where t.hey oen be reached, sent. tp the.
Chairpe~~~?,_~f ~ t~e __ S.e,nate· Elections, Committee. ~
~ " - ". ...... ~
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BERNARD' M.• BARUCH C;=OLLEGE ..
SE~TE ELECTIONS COMMITTEE'
DAY SESSION D.ECU\RATION OF CANDIDACY. - FALL 1978
Name ......;.._
.Address. _
Telephone # ~----------
Soc:!;ll Security _
-
Class_..:.-__-----------------(Status at time of this declaration)
Schoo 1._· ------------
Major ~--
. .
'--
Student Political Party (optional) ~ __
.
, -
Position applying for ....... _
The Buckley Amendment is designeq to.protect student records and information.
In order for the Senate E·1.ections. Committee to secure informationregardinq
student academic status, you must sign this application. Also, PLEASE NOTE,
APPLI.CANTS FOR DAY SESSION ELECTIVE POSITIONS MuST BE MATRICULATED AND
. ~ -'. .
REGISTERED FOR AT LEAST 12 CREDITS AND .HAVE· A : GRADE POINT··AVERAGE, OF .2 • 0
.,:" _.. .. . ~ . .. ~
OR BETTER. THESE REQUIREMENTS REMAIN I:N EFFECT DURING A STUDENT'S TERM
IN OFFICE. " -
I have read the foregoing statements and certify that I am in ~ompliance
and that the appropriate election committees can secure the information
necessary to verify my status.
,
Date and Stamp by Dean of
Students Office
Candidate's Signature
PLEASE ATTACH A STATEMENT OF 200 WORDS OR
LESS WHICH WILL SERVE AS YOURPIATFORM (Optiona.l)
AND WILL BE RELEASED TO THE STUDENT PRESS.
Show form (Declaration of candidacy form). Also, pl~~e indicate-that (he copy of the Declaration of
Candidacy form cannot be used for submitting candidacy. Forms miist-be picked up at the· designated
.locations. /
DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSION OF CANDIDACY IS MONDAY, DEC. 11 7 1978 at 4:30 pm.
RETURN FORMS TO ROOM 1702-360 PAS.
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I bid you, then, to wax in your
strength and never abandon the
struggle. Never forget that unless
we all have it made, not one of us
has it made.
You must rescue your genera-
tion from confusion and from
the oppressiveness of the law.
If you de, it will be the salva-
tion of America's rich constitu-
. . .'.. . ~ .. -- ...
tional rhetoric and 200 years
hence, Blacks-and. Puerto Ricans
can celebrate a different bicenten-
nial and become a gleeful choir
singing a triumphant hymn to sur-
vival. In the cause of survival,
which should be a religious pas-
sion, I conclude this conversation
by saying, thus endeth the
reading.
_.,-.. ---~- . ~jeopardy in .this Christian world,
whether they know i.t or not. Jews
and Blacks should be natural
allies in this country. But, in-
stead, theyhaveelected to pass
for White and identify with the
enemy. They' are backing the
Bakke case, even as they backed
. the De Funis case. They are now
heard yelling thoughout the land
that there should be no quotas.
And yet, not so long ago, the Jews
filled their .quotas at the Ivy
League Universities and the
various professional schools. But,
- even though there is no genuine
quota question in the Bakke case,
they have elected to make com-
mon cause with a White Protes-
tant, who is not poor and who
already has one, professional
career as an' electrical' engineer ~
How strange.
.-
I am old. I amat the end of the
Jim Crow line. Unless a new and
more powerful Geritol is in-
vented, there is not much I can
do. It is squarely up to your
generation to engage and do com-
bat with racism. You will need
White allies, whether you want
them or not. Keep that in mind.
It is tragic that we have lost the
Jews as allies. They, too, are in
.: parents. An all-White jury, early
in 1978, returned a verdict of c·
·S20.()(). Is that racism? It seeps in-
to the court system as well. In the
Bronx, last year, I spoke with the
Black jury"officer. He emerged
from the jury room, where an all-
White Bronx jury was sitting in
judgement of a Black. The
Foreman of the jury had left
behind a yellow pad on which the
following had been written:
••Another Nigger shot somebody.
.We should have Russian justice
here; just shoot the bastards.
Well, gotta go and give-justice to
a Nigger. Hope the Judge .Iikes
Niggers." IS\ that racism? And
crimere~s into the highest
society of this land. Remember a
man named Nixon? He was
caught with his presidential pants
down, vainly trying to clean up
his criminal diorrhea from the
oval room carpet. Little wonder
that people say that he is the only
person ever known to use
Preparation-H oraly. It was Nix-
on who sent his so-called criminal,
law reform bill to Congress, with
a message that said there must
be punishment without pity. I
wonder what he thinks of that
"view now, as he walks the beach
at San Clemente, instead ofa cell
. at San ·Quentin.. ..
(Ed. note: these are excerpts from
a speech Judge Bruce Wright
made at, Barucn last 'March
forB.L.A.C.X.).
. ,
they are racistsvor incurably pre- "You inighi' say it' was really The
judiced. After all, in the criminal Real Thing in those days. You
courts, 85 to' 90070 of the-defen- . may read all about the. American'
dams are Black or . dark racist fantasy in a book entitled
Hispanics. Police, who carry "The American Disease," by Dr.. '
death-dealing weapons, should be David Mustro,. published by the '
psycho-analyzed in depth, to Yale University Press. We used to·
determine whether or not they ate think that racism was the
Affirmative action was never trigger-happy at the" sight of a ,monopoized sociological and of-
alive and well in America in the Black or. Hispanic face. There ficial poison of-the SOuth. Not so.
first place. It was always a sick have been far too many violent I sat in the :COUrl one day and
and infirm doctrine, and those deaths of Black and Puerto Rican watched a Whiteman being
who were charged with nursing it, children, for us to sit back and sentenced.
have always wanted it to die. simply hope that the powers that
We, in the law, 'perhaps'need be will do something. Mr. Justice Carney Story.
large doses of affirmative action, Blacks, the scorned of the earth,
have already taught Whitealso. That there are so few Black
and Puerto Rican Judges, is a America some of the skin-color
scandal. That the mostly White We must be responsive to the secrets of the slave-owner's con-
and middle-class lawyers who legacy of Frederick Douglass stitution. Once, a long time ago,
become Judges, are so insensitive whose last will and testament ad- in this country, civilrights were
. h d II . God; Thurgood Marshall wasto dark existence, is equally a moms e us a to agnate,
scandal. agitate, agitate. The police, I have their prophet; and the Supreme
The way in which Judges are learned, are a pervasive and Court was the nine disciples. But
f I infl . M times change. Once upon a longchosen, should be of burning con- power u. m uence In etro-
cern to you. After all, as Dr. Ken- politan affairs, from coast-to- time ago, the cry of Black power
S duri h alarmed the Whites and made usneth Clark has put it, the Black coast. orne years ago, urmg t e
male who reached the age' of 25 height of lynchings, in American, feel drunk with discovery. We
N · 1 P 1· 0 .. have now learned that Blackwithout being arrested at least the. anona 0 Ice rgarnzanon
twice. is lucky indeed. All of us _ persuaded its association to power is that power which all
should be anxious about the' change from 32 caliber guns to 38 Blacks will have If all Whites
, caliber weapons. Why? Because, drop dead immediately. That will
quality of Judges who may one never happen. Remember the
day sit in judgment of us, or our a~ it.~.~s .sa;~~,_th~ 3j~ sal~b~r bullet _ . . ... ..
c"tildren. ,: _.~ "':'::' J W6Ul~'ltet ~pi'erc'e if.be'-slan ceba ..r:.lInlted Sta~..:p~bh~: ~alt:.h ..s~~-.
A d I be hel~'" eto 'Black- min./ fr:\vas' said ··diat(~cilr.. vk~'-al1d~ us .diabolical, expert-
n so, g you, ... m, .,'. ' h. . hili ? The. doctorsl:'ring about some change;' At the negroes wereadttieted to eocame . ":,em wit syp I 1~ . 0
ase of 18 you are now voters. and that it was cocaine that made Simply watched Negro men with
::> , . hOl o -I' "them hotYou should create citizens' com- their skin reject a 32 caliber syp 1 IS tile, prormsmg
rnittees to quiz those among us missile. Cocaine also made all lunches and a guady funer~~
who are arrogant enough to Black men rape White women, Then, there was the Black boy
wish to become judges. Can- while improving the Negro's -Alabama, in 1977, whose ear
didates for the' bench should be marksmanship. One officer ex- was gashed a~d needed
examined closely, to see what pressed wonder that all Negroes sutures. A White. doctor
they know of Black .history, could afford cocaine, the most ex- placed the stitches in the wound
Black ambition, Black frustra- pensive of the narcotics. The and demanded $25.00. when the
tion and the history of racism in answer was that in those days, at lad's mother did not immediately
this land. least, coca-cola.contained cocaine produce the $25.00, the doctor
They should be psycho- and this was the favorite refresh- ripped the stitches out. He was
analyzed in depth, to determine if ment of th; Negro underclass. sued for $50,<X¥>.00 by the boy's
..
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To Whom It May Concern:
'Inenjoy reading the Ticker for
its' variety: Inquiring Photog-
rapher, Ticker Classified" 'Re-
views and Poetry. This newspaper
is truly.an inspiration to Baruch
College.. . __ ."
.MARUARITA HERNANDEZ
..~
tatorship" is. unjustified and
unfair. And since -Mr. Streator
gave no evidence to support his
opinion, I' find no need to give
evidence to support mine. Those
who have worked closely with
Ms. Bursky know well her record
and her behavior.
It is Mr. Streator's "suspicion"
about Ms. Bursky's "human
nature" that has forced me to
respond to this 'accusatory letter.
'It is just this kind of offensive and
hysterical accusations that Lynne
Bursky and her administration
have always refrained from. Her
"human nature," in my eyes, is
"enhanced" considerably.
..... Bernadette Lynch
60. .'
-,.- -:. .': '.;'.~ :
" .....
r '. ~.' 0# •• ~. '''~ ,'.~<t_y~...·~:~ ~:•.j. ...
" .. ~',-
In response to the above letter: first name, albeit misspelled. Fees Committee includes officials
It is, beyond me how an in- who were elected to their office as
Immediately, let me point out dividual can believe that the role (lest we forget) Ms. Bursky was-
that the above printed letter, of a student government president for the record, Lynne Bursky was
signed by George D. Streator, was should be "the initiator of ac- elected by an overwhelming
hand delivered to Ticker Editor tivitiesand social events ..." 0 • majority. I am one of the many /'
Steve Koenig' by D.S.S.G. The Student Actieities office and students' who find the action of
presidential candidate Hank innumerable social clubs' at the Fees Committee com-
Testa. More importantly, George Baruch fill this need. Student mendable and necessary in light
D. Streator is a registered evening Government's primary role is to of the mismanagement of past
student at Baruch, and I for one govern as well as to represent administrations.
resent his commenting so students' needs to the ad- In reference to Mr. Streator's
negatively on the role of our Day' ministration. Lynne Bursky comment on the Assembly
Session Student Government, cannot be faulted in this major quorum: It i.s my understanding,
especially since he will mot be capacity. Shehas filled her role as after t.eading the Student
invited to vote in January's Student Gc:>vernment President Government~onstitutiop., .that
election. quite- SuffiCiently. and .she has' the legal number for a quorum at
For. the record. Ms. Bursky's done it . honestly and' straight- this time IS -five.. There are many
name is spelled Lynne, not Lynn, forwardly (which is more than positions available on the Student
but it is not Mr. Streator's past presidents' have ac- Assembly;' however, these open
misspelling that is 'my main complished). . positions .were advertised, and it
concern. I do wonder, however, is student apathy, nor Ms.
. -ho~cML-' Stteator;an-Jw";"g-:~':'''''''''''' -~"';""---:.. ,....~'''~.-:=--- ---Bnrsky:'Lhaf Sh6~ttbe'-btamed"if Editor"s noterBemadetteLynch
studerit, .has become so familiar Inreference to Mr. Streator's these important positions have. is the Arts 'and Features Editor of
with the D.S.S.G. president that comment on the actions .of not been adequately filled. Tbe TIcker. Her opinions are her
. be -may take the-liberty of' "Lynn's' feescommittee": They Labelling Lynne Bursky's : own and-do not nece$SO,ily·ref/ecl . . .
~ . referring to Ms. Bursky by her do not belong. to 'ccLynn;" the administ~a..t.i'll! • •a~_.:~•• ~~~!c.:.. _!~O!!f.t.!'J!..,e.n!.i!eedit!!J!tSJ-f!!J.;,_~ , • . .. ......~ ~__ ..
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Haunting Memories- Eternal Love
Wednesday, December. 6f"1978·
Bryan Ferry
..-0:.:
:.-:: .~;~tt~
to remain inside of him. He
turned his head away from. the
photo and placed it along side the
other two.
One more photo remained. Joe
knew what he had to face next;
the true challenge was imminent.
As fate would have it, this last
photo had rhe most significance.
Quivering, Joe removed it from
the envelope and prepared to face
the final plateau of his nemesis.
He gazed down. Yes, how
ironic it was. He and Stacey were
sitting comfortably atop the hood
of his new 1973 Co-rvette-
Stingray. Joe had his arm around
her. Stacey, as always, wore a big
smile. Salty droplets exuded from
Joe's tear ducts as he' stared at
her. Although "temptation
beckoned him to turn his head
away, he was forced onward by
his conscience. It was only hours
after that picture was 'taken that
tragedy struck.
Joe was quite drunk that
evening, after his cousin's
wedding, and Sracey too was a bit
tipsy, though to a much lesser
continued on page 10
Y.
'.'"1" ..:$?)~tci",'~~~~
time of making a feature 'length
animated film. It· is done by
tracing over a live-action film
frame. by frame then painting in
the character. The process is
effective where fully utilized, as
with the main characters, and is
not aseffective where ir is only
partially used, as with the Orcs
(slave/servants of Sauron):Th-e
. Orcs look like 'birrlapdnlped men
in weird masks paintedover with
acrylics. which, actually, is what"
they a~~'AfsO-intille b4tt~isteiles
. '." .; >-: \ .-, J conlin"8t40n~~IO. ","-
impact if it were properly edited.
There is a similar problem with
the battle scenes,' one almost
forgets who's battling 'whom and
why.
Bakshi makes use. of an in-
teresting animation technique
called roroscoping for this film.
The technique does several things
at once:" i1"Q gives fluidity of
movement to the characters,
- ' ~.
inables more than three
characters to take part in a scene
at. a -lime, -and-.cutS" <be cost and
and then placed the photograph
atop the first one on the desk.
Just a couple more left, Joe
thought. If I can just make it
through, Again, he slipped his
fingers inside the envelope and
drew out another photo.. All he
saw at first was whiteness, but as
he pulled the picture nearer, it
came clearly into focus.
He and Stacey were leaning on
opposite sides of the snowman
they had JUSt completed building
on Chrisrmas day. Snowy rhe
snowman, Joe recalled, - that's
what Stacey named him. Joe
observed the carrot nose and the
button eyes they had stuck on
Snowy; they black top hat and the,
orange scarf they embellished him
with; the black rubberinsulation.,
wire they used for his mouth and
the shovelthey placed in his hand.
To. "Snowy's. right stood Stacey.
Big smile as always. Gleeful.
Radiant. She. was so beautiful,
Joe thought. He sat quietly for a
moment just gazing at the picture.
His mood was pensive. It was
difficult for Joe to hold back rhe
tears bur he somehow forced them'
by Pamela Auditore
Covering one and a half
volumes of J·.R:R. Tolkien's
tr ilogy "The Lord of the Rings",
an adult f'air , t alc. i- t hi-, \ isually
exc u rn g though t o o long
animated adventure film directed
bv Ralph' Ba kshi ("Fritl the
Cal"). The st orv is about the
Dark Lord Sauron the Great's
magic ring passing into the hands
of a small. English ycoman-Iike
crearure . called a hobbit and
named Frodo Baggins.. It is the
hobbus perilous quest to destroy
the ring in the Lord's OVd1 land in
order to save t he inhabirant s of
Middle Earth (Dwarves, Elves,
Ems, Hobbits and Men) from his
evil domination.
Bakshi has been faithful 10
Tolkien in his adaptation of the
trilogy and here lies t he problem.
Those who have not read the
trilogy will find it difficult to
follow the action on screen. Even
for those .who have readtht"
works there are scenes that will
give them trouble. For example,
Fr o d o t s fI igh t from the
Ringwraiths., (servants of
Sauron), is simply too long and
involved to hold the viewer's
attention. The" scene would. be
more- 'exciting .and..bave more '\
•. -I ,- "
Lord ofthe Rings
.
flashes, and then a torrential
downpour. They called for each
other, searched for each other,
and finally, found each other .
Stacey's hair was dripping, and
droplets of water ran down her
cheeks. In a matter of seconds,
both had" been inundated with
water. Joe took Stacey's hand and
led her back to the tent. Inside,
they made love for more than an
hour. He remem bered how he
touched her, how she touched
'him; --now--meY---Thnar~aeacfi'----
other; their joyous moments of
passionate love-making.
"Joe was in a stupor. He wanted
to go back in time and relive those
moments. He stared at Stacey's
photograph. She had a warm,
child-like smile and seemed to be
talking of him, asking him if he
still remembers. "Do you
remember the insatiable desire we
had for each other that night,
Joe?" she seemed to be
beckoni.ng." I do remember, my
love," Joe murmured, "and I'll
never forget how happy you made
me," he continued. He thought
back to that night once more, how
the raindrops pelted against the
canvas of the' rent. Bur he was
soon snatched from his reverie by
the steadfast rain, which had
increased in intensity, and beat
steadily upon the outside drain,
and by the stereo once more.
"Love me tender, love me
sweet/Never ler me go/For my
darling I love you/And I always
will." "sang Elvis in a slow,
passionate tone.
"Somebody up there is war-
ching," Joe sighed with a fairn
chuckle of laughter. He wiped
away the tears which had fallen
Ever so slowly Joe slipped the
first photograph out of the en-
velope and then placed the en-
velope down besidehim. He held
the photo in front of him and
stared down. It was a picture of
he and Stacey at a pool party, at
his friend Bobby's house. Stacey,
wearing" a. brown bikini, was
holding a" beachball high above
her head and Joe, garbed in
frayed denim shorts, was heading
toward her trying to grab it away.
J oe tooTCffofic-e-'of-Stace5i~snalr;7
how" her long, shiny brown locks
glistened in the sunlight and was
windblown so as to partially cover
theleft side of her face. He t.!ten
focused on Stacey's face; the"
ebullient look of surprise in it
when she saw him coming after
the ball. Suddenly, Joe's mind
flashed back 10 that instant,
vicariously feeling the intensity of
the moment: the shrill scream
Stacey let out as she saw Joe
. dosing in on her; his St.
Christopher medallion beating
against his bare chesr as he ran
toward her; the splashing in the
swimming pool; and the
musIc ....
The musiC! Joe transcended
Lime and returned to the present.
"It's so nice to be with you/I love
all the things you say and dolAnd
it's so nice to hear you
say/You're gonna please me in
every way" reverberated out of
the stereo speakers. "Funny
coincidence," Joe thought as he
fought to stave off the tears, But
he continued onward. He placed'
the first picture face up on the
desk adjacent to his bed. Snif-
fling, he pulled the next picture
from the envelope and looked
down.
The photograph was of Stacey
standing in front of the tent they
had just pitched in the woods.
Ah , Joe remembered that
weekend well, especially the night
it rained. He and Stacey were
separately gat hering twigs and
leaves to build a fire on a cool,
brisk, October eve when sud-
denly, there were two loud cracks
of thunder, several lightning
risori.s. Smartly, these are chosen
10 end the sides leaving you in a
trance. This Island Earth and
When She Walks In The Room
arc superb examples of the Ferry
mag ic 111 act ion.
The special treasure 0 f the
album, however. is Ferry's treat-
ment of the traditional irish tunc
Carrickferg us . He wrot e : new
lyrics and a new- arrangement ; it is
now a beautifully sung ballad of a
wish for love from the sea. If Bry-
-an Ferry turned his talents toward
traditional based music more oft-
en, his only competition would be
Richard Thompson.
The musicians are superb',
e s p e c i a l ly guitarist Waddy
Wachtel. Not one note is ex-
traneous, not one need be added.
Add to that a crisp punchy re-
cording, and" you've got a collec-
tion of truly timeless music to
SaVo.F~- , • '.; . .' ;.f.'.·.·.j·:
b) S'e" e Koeni~
Fan" of Roxy \1 u .... ic ami Bryan
Ferry can have rca-on to celc-
brat c: Ferrys new album The
Bride Stripped Bare (At lan t ic SO
19205) is wonderful.
The opening cut, Sign ot The
Times, is a dcl ig h I ful , upbeat
rocker. It should he a single. Fer-
ry's lyrics never seem to really
mean a nyt h i ng , 1hey are love
songs in the sense t hat Yes songs
are metaphysical. Just sing along
and enjoy, because what Gerry is
is intense: He sets a musical mood
that just has to carry you off, the
same effect Van Morrison uses.
The ~over of Sam and Dave's
Hold On I'm Coming works
strangely but surely, for Ferry's
. quavery semi-Iobotornic voice
holds you-you just have to hold
on. The best songs are. the long
ballads with their hypnotic ef-
fects,again, are like ya.g_·~r-
by Steve Moskowitz
The photographs were tainted
now with lines and creases, but
the memories could never be
spoiled for 'Joe. It had been more
than two years since he laid eyes
on 'he pictures, and he sincerely.
hoped that this time he would
possess the courage to. take a"
good, long look at each one. He
wanted to recall all the beautiful
memories in vivid detail, and he
wanted to treasure them for an
.. "'eterhiry-:'Burhe-Wb-rictere~:r--if1fe~d-
be able to endure it this time.
Would the ineffable beauty of
their treasured moments together
overwhelm him, as it had all the
other times, or would he this time
be able to cope with the reality
that Stacey was g0r:te forever, that
she was never coming back?
An incessant rain pit t er-
pattered outside, beating heavily
upon the rustic drain adjacent to
the rooftop. Joe's parents were
away for the weekend, and his
younger brother was at Aunt
Jane's'. At long last the mood was
set and the circumstances were
right. Now he could view the
photographs as they should" be
viewed-wit hour any distrac-
tions. Joe ·walked over to .the
bureau in the living room and
pulled open the top drawer.
There, under old high school
paraphernalia, he reached forthe
familiar white envelope he had
placed the pictures in.' Feeling
great anxiety, he picked up the
envelope, closed the drawer, and
deliberately headed toward" his
room, clutching the envelope
securely in his hand. Inhaling
deeply, he walked into his dark
sanctum whereupon he nicked on
the night light, put on a cassette
tape he had recorded that con-
tained songs which dealt with
love, dosed the door, and en-
sconsed in his bed. Joe stared at
the envelope. Then, with minor
trepidation, he picked it up and
broke the seal. He truly hoped he
could bear 10 see her again; her
radiant smile, her cherubic face,
her big brown eyes. She was so
full of Iifc and now she was ....
-.
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and other devices. Like a snake
charmer, her melodies and vocals
slip over you and under you and
you really have no choice. Thecut
You're My. Sailor is a perfect,
.example, with it's foghorn
synthesizer and -underweaving
euphonium matching the lyric
intent: "Come and take me and
we'll sail away/you're my
sailor/There's no mistaking as we
ride this wave". The sexual intent -
is strong and captivating, as in
Bring 'Em To Me: "I'm ready for
that all night session". And after
the record is over, you want to
have another go-round.
Not" so : with· Caroline
Crawford, who screeched so
devinely on Bohannon's Let Start
continued onpage 10
forms as they subtly envelop and
carry you off.
. From the 'opening discotized
beat of The Call, Karen takes you
where "it's too late/to turn back
the clock on the wall/to say yes to
say no/to love's call". Babes In
The Woods is a memory of a
Hansel and Gretel· existence of
devotion and need. Isaac Newton
is a waltz about that happens
when you take things apart and*'
find out they no longer work the
same, . and a warning that with
love"don't you clare play around
with perfection" "
Karen lives in Iran, and
thought there's no obvious
orientalism in' the music, its ef- .
fects are there in the orchestration' :
,
with a mus.ical aura trying to pilot
in on a lost love.
With the help of producers Phil
Ramone and Barry ~ Beckett,
musicians Will Lee,Steve Khan,
Hugh McCrac k en , Ralph
MacDonald, The Breckers, and
the rest' of the usual gang, Phoebe
Snow- has given us another solid,
quality album.
Fonda Phoebe & Friends
.' "........, . . '.' . . '. ....
The last ofthe three-works best,
for Phoebe invests in it all the
slow burning spirit she can
muster, almost, but not quite
erasjng the memory of the missing
syllable, composed to say "wo-'
man". Do Right Woman is fine,
but would be even better without
the backup singers who, in-
terestingly, were not credited' in
the liner notes.
,~aren Alexander is a
The 'self-penned tunes are singer/songwriter I wish I had my
mostly on par with her better eyes and ears on long ago. Her
efforts, with special mention to newest excur-sion, Voyager
Oh,.L,.A.,.which is so captivating, (Asylum 6E-130)~ ··isher third
melancholy, and breezy, it could album, and it satisfies, All her
be mistaken for. a ...Bacharach- songs. are of quests .for love, and
tune. Keep A Watch On. The . they' take many guises through
Shoreline is bound to be a classic, different musical and poetic
Already 'quite good is Phoebe
Snow, as is her newest offering,
Against The Grain (Columbia JC
35456). The album opens with'
three inspired covers; Me-
Cartney's Every Night, Dann
Penn. and .Chips,. Momans
standard Do Right Woman, -Do
Right Man..and. switching the
gender -of the' Eighth Day's 1969
hit, He IS Not Just Another Man,
oy'Steve Koenig - --_. -
Fonda Feingold is the latest
·singer/songwriter getting .the full
promo treatment declaring her
the greatest ~hing since Streisand,
She looks like a 'cross between
Jackie Cooper and Julie Kavner;
with irresistableimpish eyes aitd
pouting cheeks. Her better songs
al e of [he Carole-Bayer Scrgera""n~d­
Barry Manilow variety. No deep
meaning, but welt 'crafted pop
. songs that are a pleasure to hear.
Her publicity people tour "The
Voice," and indeed she has an
interesting voice.h has' an ex-
tremely limited range, and she
strains more often than not, but·
there is a quality in her musky
voice that fascinates, sometimes
sounding like Bette Midler's
lower register. The buoyant
production by Medress & Appell
compliments Fonda's songs to a
tee, and Fonda Feingold (Mer-
cury SRM 3721) bears watching
for the future. She could become
quite good.
...
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legitimate rock-and-roll IS
hard to find these days of
mellow music and disco
dancing.
W'rilc t le I) rics are not of
the type that causes one to
darken the page with ex-
cerpts, Brad Delp, the lead
singer, and Tom Scholz, the
group's guitarist and leader,
have provided occasional
wonders. The music on the
platter, however; is the star.
The inside of the album
cover reads like a Dannon
yogurt container-"No
Co m pu t or s Used. No
Synthesizers Used." The
featured instrument is a
guitar-and what those boys
can do with a guitar is
fantastic.
A hint as to their mastery
of the guitar is the way it is
used on the "album's front
cover-as a space ship
carrying-the city of Boston to
another world.
As .I've said, there are a
few lyrical gems on the lp.
"Used To Bad News", is the·
touching story of a loser at
love. When he tells the
woman who's scorned him
-read between all .of the
lines/You 've lost another in
the grand .design/But ·l've.
.gotten used .to 'bad news",
the listener might think' that
tile song! is". onthe·wroDg·
1,Jo.."-.L· .......... ./ .-' I,' ::--'" .,. ~l;'V) ~'~ ~ .•~-
Boston
by Stuart Levy
Boston's new album,
Don't Look. Back, is ap-
propriately titled. If the
listener does look back to thegroup~lprevious album, thatIistene~will recognize alor of
themusic. .
. This is' .not· to say-that the
album .is not good, because it .
'..contains aler .:1)f ~~ceUeot·
. legitimate rock-and-roll, ·add ;.'(
changed direction within each
song ,itself. The guitar was at his?"
. mercy.
, As his fingers danced on the
strings, Koike's face showed
serious concentration. Sometimes
he smiled. He knew he had
negotiated a tough curve or
shifted gears with little difficulty.
You were made to feel that
there was a real human being on
stage. For .those who wouldn't
dream of singing, singing along
with Leo Kotke is nothing to be
ashamed about. His range is just
as limited as yours. The addition
of the guitarist's voice to several
songs relieves the boredom that
could set in' during a concert of
straight guitar playing and
...
continued on page 11
by Howard Siers
Le Koike-Alice.Tully Hall
. .. \.. .
Thursday, November 2, 1978
Moments after the doors to
Alice Tully Hall opened, a crowd
.gathered at the edge. of the stage.
They were admiring [he guitars
that Leo Koike's fingers were to
grace later. When the house lights
dimmed, the .constant stream of
people back and forth from the
stage stopped, and the crowd up
front disbursed. A spotlight' hit
nounced that she was going into the left side of the stage and out
the studios .to record her, long. strode Leo Kotke. Ashe ap-
overdue, third album. With The proached the stool placed before
Bottom Line -being like home, the microphone, the anticipation
their was no better place to give that built up before the concert
the material a trial run. culminated in tremendous ap-
Ms. Schneider performed about plause. The master of the acoustic
4 new numbers, while varying the guitar had finally arrived.
number at each show. The best of Winning .Gu itar Player
the newies was "Just This Once" Magazine's "Best Acoustic
which, is a superb. up-tempo Guitarist". award for the past
rocker. This is one' of the four .years is oneproof that Leo
strongest song Ms. Schneider has .Kotke is the master of his in-
ever done. Compliments must be strument, He 'has over forty
handed out to' her new back-up guitars, in his own personal
group which performed with collection. And his newest album,
unusual .perfection for. being Burnt. Lips (Chrysalis), is his
together such a short time. ninth.
The house was brought down At Alice Tully Ha11~ Kotke's
when Ms. Schneider did her very guitar playing spanned a' wide
popular '·'Unti/Now...... ~;; Hri-·y;oi<:e range of musical .forms. These .:
was' -SQaring and never ;soUn~ed included classical, folk, .Jazz. and
better, as she builttheending ~o. a .~Ul;ltry~E.ach tune. ~as· tinted .
:I': r ,r: c>} :-COi'ttImjed~OfI;pOfje·tl1. t. ·\Vith..,a ~ferent.:&t)'le. i Qr/lC~ke.',· .
Helen SchDeid~r
by Sandy Jacolow
New York's Helen Schneider
triumphantly 'returned to her -
home town last week for 8 sold-
out shows. Feeling loose and
','
comfortable in the warm friendly
confines of The Bottom Line Ms..
Schneider dazzled and enchanted
the audiences with her musical
powers. The constatn chane in
style from soaring ballads to tor-
chy rockers, was quite effective as
it helped the pace of the show
flow freely.
Ms. Schneider uses her voice of
gold to it's fullest potential. She
strives on emotionalism, as she
can range from powerfully mov-
ing to tantilizingly seductive.
-Throughout the' show Ms.
Schneider covers quite a. few
popular hits; each one more. pro-
ficent and varied than the next.
With just a piano to accompany
her, she searched her soul to
deliver a powerful rendition of
Barry Manilow's "All The
Time." .
Bob Dylan's "Just. Like A
Woman" has never been done
more poignantly. Pearched on a
.stoo], in center stage, with. a lone.
.spp~ligJ.1~.::M~· .Schneider. sany
. with amazing.. int~i~,.:'ass~'
took youup and down an em0-
t~nallad~e[-
,:" ..)J.~.~~ ~9Vi.~:~.
'. '~e"\'~'>""\:"'4'-\~: \.~,'.. "
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•Haunting-.Memories 'continuedfrom page 8
After Bowie, way after the Beach
Boys, between Talking Heads and
Television, and pre-Devo, we find
the Cars. They take ideas from dif-
ferent types of rock, connect them
together in a - seemingly random
pattern and' produce driving rock
and roll.
If you're' convinced you don't
like punk, and don't buy records
like the Cars, Blondie, Cheap
Trick, you are missing our on to-
day's great rock and roll.
Mat Baskin
Cars
Lombardi's footsteps fade into have a short while longer, so pay
the background as she descended close attention to what I'm about
the staircase. He stood to say. In the bottom drawer of
motionless. Then he heard a the bureau in your parent's
faint, female voice whisper, "Joe, bedroom is a gun-it belongs to
come to. me; come to me, Joe; your father. It is hidden tinder the
come to me. " pillowcases and is wrapped in a
"Who's there?" Joe rnur- protective cloth. Get it, Joe, and
mured. "Follow my voice, ioe, bring it here," she said in a calm,
follow my voice," the _female cool voice.
whisper continued. Joe moved "My father doesn't own a gun,
slowly in the direction of the Stacey,".Joe said disconcertedly.
voice. He stopped at his desk and "Go see for yoursel f'," Stacey
looked down at the pictures. dared, "and hurry, Joe, time is'
"Can you see me now?" Stacey running out!"
queIj~d, succinctly moving her Joe stared at Stacey. -"Hurry,
lips with each syllable as she sat Joe!" she yelled. He ran into his
next to Joe atop the hood. of his parent's bedroom, pulled open
Stingray. the bottom drawer of the bureau,
Joe was in shock. He blinked strew the pillowcases on the floor,
,
hard but when he opened his eyes and then he saw it. He picked up
Stacey was still there talking to' the heavy object wrapped in
him. "If you wish hard enough, cloth, stripped the outside
Joe, anything can come true," she covering and gaped at the gun he
said to him with a gleamfrrher now held in his hand. He ran into
eye. She smiled her inimitable his room. "You were right,
smile. "I ... can't believe it," Stacey!" Joe shouted in disbelief.
Joe said in surprise while shaking "Here it is!" Joe stared at the
his head from side to side. gun. "How did you know?" he
"How ... I. mean, how could queried with a furrowed brow. "I
you .. ~ be here?" he asked in just knew," she replied positively.'
bewilderment. "Now, Joe; raise the gun to your
"Your thoughts reached me, temple and pull the trigger," she
Joe. I felt your longing and was said directly.
. given this one chance to corn-" "What are you saying,
municate with you. Come to me, Stacey?" Joe asked in a low,
Joe. We'll be together ~orever," incredulous tone. Suddenly he
she said longingly. Joe wasT'fieard footsteps ascending the
astonished by what was hap- outside staircase.
pening, but replied, c"rlf'- do "He's in here Mr. Grayson,"
anything to be with you, my he heard Mrs. Lombardi say.
darling: What must I do to be "Quickly', open the door! I think
with vou?" he asked nervously. Joseph is ill," she implored.
"Listen ~I'osely, Joe, I only continued on page 11
While the words won't sell this
album, the music should. In the
r~-·.~
end Boston will have another
multi-platinum album to their
credit. And the next time the
group heads down to Tom Scholz'
secret hideaway to make a record,
which should be sometime within
the next year, the result should be
welcome.
continued from page 9The song prior to "Used to
Bad News", is the low point
of the album as far as lyrical
expertise is concerned.j.lt is
caifed "Parry~·. w- are told
that "A man doesn't live 011
bread alonelHe's g0110 have
some lovin ' each and, e\'ery
nightrAnd a woman's gOI to
have if if the truth be
known/LeIS gel together
honey, it's alright ",
Don't Hold Back •
next door. Joe wiped the tears
from his eyes, sniffed deeply.rand
answered in a meak voice, "Y-y-
yes Mrs. Lombardi, I'm in here."
"What was all that screaming
for? YQU wake up the whole
apartment ,:", Mrs. 'Lombardi
vituperated in her thick It~lian.
accent. "What's going on in
there? Joseph, open up the
door!" she ordered while
sporadically banging.
Joe stood in his tracks,
weakened. Some unknown force
was halting ,him from answering
thedoor. He kept thinking about
Stacey; how her death was all his
fault. His heart pounded savagely
against his bosom. Then he
,listened; to the rain which pelted
incessantly upon .the outside
drain. Mrs. Lombardi continually
pounded on the door. "Joseph,
do you hear me? What's the
matter with you? Open up!" she
commanded while jiggling the
doorknob. Joe felt the pain of a
thousand hammers beating on his
head. 'Somehow the, thought of
Stacey made him feel empty,
worthless. He stood silently,
contemplating his fate as his head
began to throb.
"Are you ill, Joseph? What's
wrong? Why won't you answer
the door?!" Mrs. Lombardi
asked in a concerned, high-
pitched tone, still pounding away
at "the door and jiggling the
doorknob. "I'm going to get the
superintendent to open up this
door, Joseph:' she said angrily.
Suddenly the banging and
jiggling subsided. Joe heard Mrs.
--
penetrated deeply' into the
photograph he now held before
him. He scrutinized Stacey,
taking notice of how her eyes
seemed to evince her intrinsic
.happlness. He realized that he
could never know such a hap-
piness as theone he shared with
her. And lie took note of Stacey's
smile. It seemed as though Stacey
always smiled. Rarely was she
upset, and when she was, she
didn't show it. Their relationship
was one of genuine love; they
enjoyed every moment of each
other's company. And now all the
blissful moments they shared'
together were negated by,a foolish
incident that resulted in the tragic
, end of it all.
Joe's attention was diverted by
the stereo, music once more.
"Memories, light the corners of
my mind/Misty water-colored
memories/Of the way we were,"
sang Barbara Streisand with a
soft, melodic intonation. Those
words echoed through Joe's mind
like a wind whistling through a
cavern. The special significance
those words conveyed paralyzed
him. Joe gaped at the last
photograph once more, and
continued listening to the
meaningful music. "Scattered
pictures/Of the smiles we left
behind/Smiles we gave to one
another/For the way we were."
"Can it be that it was all so
simple then? lOr has time
rewritten every line? /If we had
the chance to do it all again/Tell
me, would we? /Could we?"
Joe wept incessantly upon
hearing that last line. He knew the
answer to the question in his
particular case. "Why did it have
to be her?!" he screamed
vehemently, the tears rolling
down his cheeks. "She was only
eighteen!" he screamed, jumping
up from the bed. "Take me, God,
I don't deserve to live! It was all
my fault! "he yelled at the top of
his lungs. Joe fell to his knees and
buried his face in his hands.
There was a knock on the door.
"Joseph, are you in there? Is that
you?" queried Mrs. Lombardi, a
friend of Joe's mother and the
sole occupant of the apartment
degree than Joe. She implored
him not to drive, home; it was
quite evident that he was in no
condition to drive. But Joe
wouldn"t hear of it. Euphoria had
invaded His mind. He was
determined to see just how fast
his five day' old auto could gao
Oh, how he hoodwinked Stacey.
"Drunk? Who's drunk?" Joe
muttered to her, barely able to
stand. "Look, I can walk a
straight line," he asserted, as he
proceded to stagger and then trip
over his own feet. He was'
bombed alright, but somehow
Stacey relented to him. Maybe it
was because she thought he was
acting cute, or perhaps she was
too drunk to argue with him, but
whatever the case, the fact was
that Joe was behind the wheel of
the car.
Once both were in the car, Joe
revved the engine loudly and then
pressed down on the accelerator
with a steady increment. The
odometer quickly shot up to 30;
then it read 35; 40; 45; 50 and
rrsmg. Joe was exhilarated but
Stacey was frightened by the
greedy look on his face. "For
God's sake Joe, stop! Please
stop!" she remonstrated. But her
words fell on deaf ears. Joe was
like a madman. He began
swerving in and out. But he took
one too' many chances and lost
control of the car. Joe slammed
on the brake and turned the
steering wheel hard to the left,
which only made matters worse.
The car went into a spin. "Oh my
God, Joe ... " Those were the
last words Stacey ever uttered.
The car smashed into the guard
rail. turned over several rimes and
was totalled. Miraculously, Joe
only sufferred a concussion and a
few broken ribs. But at least he
was alive. Stacey's body was so
badly mutilated that even her
parents had trouble identifying
her. How he wept when he
learned of Stacey's death. But he
realized that all the ".'m sorry's"
in the world could never bring her
back.
Joe was entranced by the
vividness of that horrid, mern-
bory. Through tearstai ned eyes he
r
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Lord of the Rings
Poetry Reading
Gay people at Baruch presents
Joan Larkin
and
, ,
~ ..
the live-act ion film underneath
the acrylic paint is noticable.
Therefore, some people are going
(0 consider th~s technique cheap,
and will argue that it damages the
reality of the film; others will
consider it, an innovation. Per-
sonally,-I don't feel that it hurts
the film and in fact heightens the
drama in certain scenes.
However, this technique does
not make up the entire film. The
main characters are fully
animated and (personal visions of
Middle Earthlings aside of
course) beautiful. They are
colorful, have a wonderful
solidity of form, and realism of
The Ladies
The Dance, but falls flat on her
solo effort, My Name Is Caroline
(Mercury 3742). It's a shame for
someone who can sound so
lowdown and ditry to come up
with sanitized soul ballads and
pedestrians disco. Oh well.
Melba Moore fares much better
with Melba (Epic JE 35507). The
soul ballads here are classy Philly
ballads, not very memorable, but,
pleasant' nonetheless. What
,Melba needs is something she can
wrap her pipes around and caress
and make us feel like the cut
.. Where Did You Ever Go". Most
of the cuts 'were penned by her
.producers, Gene McFadden and
John ~Whi(dlead,and,the only
exceptional song is her eight
minute version of the Gibb's You
StepPfd ·/"to- '0 My Life, also
.cMrilable on.a 12 inch single (Epic
continued from page g.
28-50601). Currently riding high
on the disco charts, You Stepped
Into My L'i/e is a textbook
example for those who want to
watch how instruments are added
into the mix to build upa song.
Also, the jacket cover shouldn't
be missed.
Patrice Rushen's album Patrice
(Elektra 6E-lf;0) is one for all
jazz-fusion' lovers, and might
even convince several Of you who
·find thegenre without subsrance.
. Patrice has a womanchild'svoice,
which marches her California
sunshine lyrics. Although her
lyrics are .slight, they are more
than ' the .usual fusion." ph(~~es ,_
:chanted merely to give the,sonaa "
title.' Her orchestration >. and
musicianship never sound hollow,
unlike most fusion m:~.'~v~a, ., _: .. ,:~listen: . ~, . ' r,,_, ,- '" I • _., ,',
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Love
Mindy
Mindy
Page-11:'
ANNETTE
Annette,
Maybe we could get toget her
during Christmas vacation'l?
Mary Ann
Dear Joce,
I promise to back you 100010.
Love
Mary-Ann
Need holiday gifts (wallets, gloves
etc.?) Why not stop in and see the
mad man himself.
Crazy Howic$$
Howie,
I'm confused!
THE TELEPHONE ADDICT
Dear Frank,
I've heard of Blood, Sweat &
Tears', but this is ridiculous.
Dear Mindy,
Congratulations! I'm going 10
pick up my port folio soon!!
THE ARTIST
Dear Charlie..
College is much tOQ precious to
be wasted on politics.
-Dear Mary-Ann
Do you have a share in the
telephone company? ~
Joy
Naive
John
Society'
luck in
Who's the Queen of Gimbels
Budget Dep't.
Dear Finky:
832-0K?
Yours Truly-ShmekJe
Dear Ms. X,
When you play poker you never
know what you might lose.
The Boys
Dear Mr. Baruch, .
The Management
wishes you the best of
defense of your title.
Wanted:
Female models for various
Fashion photographs. For info
call nights 729-7452:
F/sale-2 Technics SL-2000
Turntable Brand New (with
Stanton 500 E Cartridge). For
info. call Ralph 349-8533-Days.
The Management Society would
like to wish all our Jewish Friends
a Happy Hanukkah
Leslie,
Since you enjoy reading the
classifieds so much, 1 decided to
write one just-for Y9U~
Keith A-
Evets
One, Two, Cha cha cha! !
.What game are you playing? Let
me know, so I can play too.
???
Mindy
A Friend
Mary-Ann
.
THE PRO
THETICKER
Attention All_Baruch Stude·nts:
Ticker Classified Is Ba·ck!
For the small tee of ~, for the first 20
words, you can Ilave a say in your school
newspaper! We'll print anything. From selling
a car or concert tickets to even ~ending a
message to a friend.
Total Enclosed:
1
Submit your ad to the-Ticker office, Rm. 337 Student Center tJldg.
or mail it to: .Ticker, Box srr, 17E. 22nd Street, Hew York, N.Y. 10010
Copy:
Susan,
Go directly to the "Math Office
DO NOT pass go, DO NOT col-:
leer $200.
Dear Mary Ann, .
I'm having trouble writing this.
. $$HoWieS$
Name:
Address:
City:, ---,- Sta~e:_------Zip:· •
Telephone: _
Dear Ticker Staff, ..
The next time you cut out MY
ad, I'm going to get a contract out
on you guys!
THE BUSINESS MANAGER
Dear Swimming Too Deep,
I'm glad we straightened
everything out, and I'm glad
we're still friends!
(-)
P ~S. Sorry 1 changed your last ad.
Dear Peggy,
Sorry but the devil made me do
it!
Dear Joce,
"Let's . bowl, at my lanes
(Milbasin). I'll bet you my white
• socks' for your spiffy-looking,
funny-looking socks.
-,
. Dear: Charlie,
You're really a super person
with a great personality. I'm
really glad we're friends, and you
know everything said isONLY in
fun.
'- Steve,
Are my (toejsocks as cute as
loce's?!?
-= ...~
.,..--IICKER CLASSlIIEDI----.-
. ,'. '.' '. . '. '.
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Kottke
continued from page 9
nothing else. Koike also in-
terspersed his show with lon&
narratives about his visit to East
Berfin and his father.
Without a. hit single or. gold
album, Leo Koike doesn't have a
mass following. But-since he is the
master of the acoustic guitar,
you'd think he would get more
time on the radio than just being a
filler between the last song of the
hour and the news.
'.'Hurry, .Joe, time is running
out!H'Stacey screamed.."Raise
the gun to your headand squeeze '
the .trigger!" she ordered. Joe
followed instructions though he.
didn't know why.
ML Grayson fumbled with the.
keys outside the door. "Hurry,
Joseph is sick!" Mrs. Lombardi
yelled. "I've got the key right
here," Mr. Grayson appeased.
"Squeeze the trigger, Joe,
squeeze the trigger!" Stacey
shouted. "I can't!" Joe lamented
with tears in his eyes. Joe heard
the sound oj a key being thrust
into the lock of the door.
"Time's running out,' -joe!
Once they open the door, my time
is up!" Stacey exclaimed. Joe
thought back to that tragic night
once more. Tears poured from his
eyes as he stared down at the
photograph. HI'm sorry,
Stacey," Joe cried, "I didn't
mean for it to happen that way,"
he said as' his voice cracked.
Wednesday, Qecember8, 1978
EtemalLove
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co~tinuedjrom page 10
she dried the tears from her eyes
with her handkerchief.
A familiar 'voice infiltrated her
mind at that moment. "Please
don't cry, mom, I'm happy now.
Stacey and' I are to~ether for
eternity," Joe solaced. Joe's
mother ceased weeping and stood
.motionless. She-innately knew her
son was, speaking ,to her, telling
her he has found true happiness.
Gazing outward, she watched as
the two workmen wiped their
soiled hands after placing, the
coffin in its final resting place. It
was at that moment when an
. inexplicable inner-strength
fortified her soul, confirming
Joe's presence.
After the funeral, she looked
up at her husband, who had his.
arm around her in consolation,
and smiled warmly and
reassuringly: Both headed slowly
toward the awaiting Iimousine, as
Joe's five yearv old brother
followed with tears in his eyes.
. Though he didn't comprehend
why, he knew his brother was
dead. He turned around, walked
"Squeeze the trigger Joe and two or three steps toward the
I'll forgive you. But for God's gravesight, and cried, "Please
sake, do it now!" take good care of my big brother,
Joe grimaced ashe heard the God. I love him," as tears streamed
door being opened. One bullet down his cherubic cheeks.' His
sped out of the gunbarrel. Joe mother, realizing he was lagging'
fell to the ground. far behind, ran back, look him by
Amid gusting winds, Joe's the hand and led him to the black
mother sobbed incessantly after limousine.
watching 'her son's. coffin being T, '" Once .all.tluee were .inside, the
lowered into the grave. Though: limousine .pulled slowly. away
her.' husband tried to console.her; . fr-om the cemetary and. disap-:
the effort was futile, How could peared . into the' distance.. The
this have happened? Why did Joe wind became stagnant afrer the
kill himself? How did he know last mourner had left. Joe, at last,
about the gun? she wondered as was at peace.
continuedfrom page 9 .
beautiful cresendo. At this point
Ms. .Schneider was suppose to
I~ave the stage, but the crowd
reacted with- a lenghty standing
ovation, and Ms. Schneider re-
mained on stage for a few more
numbers.
The night was soon over and
the crowd left wanting more, but
completely satisfied. If. these
shows and the new.material that
'were performed are any indica-
tion' of what's to come, Ms.
Schneider's time is now.
Schneider
Jovan
continued/rom page 5 A
. At any rate, if a society that is' 'nsuiers
totally void of, sexism breeds its.
own types of problems, clearly so
does the society of overt sexism.
To - be quite frank, I've been,
wondering about those Jovan The Foreign Trade Society
bottles. If, they come in a neat • 1
little set, which party buys they? _invites you to attend their annua. '
Does a woman buy both bottles Alumni.Dinner on. Tuesday.December 12th, 6:00 p.m,for her man friend? If so.. what
does that man dowith the female· . Mings "Bar and.Restaurant"
boule? Break up another. set and '36.'2 P A' S .., . '. d
give it to a gay woman friend? Or .. . . 'J •• ...• , reservations are require '
does he wear both 'sex's $.17.00 per person
fragrances to show how virile he, . . , . . 29
is? Or maybe he should leave the, '7,J;') < ~ ; _ • For reservations,call 725-3· '. 5.
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-Mr. Baruch Contest
RESULTS OF BARUCH COLLEGE 10 MILE RUN
, I
a J?art of this new organization,
you can do either of the
following:
l) Come to the National
Bowling lanes on 23rd Street and
8th Avenue (Upstairs) on
Thursdays between dub hours'
'(12-2) and sign up. 'Its afifleen
minute walk from Baruch, but the
23rdSireeI bus can take you there
faster.
2) Drop a line at TH E TICKER
office which is located on the 3rd
floor of the Student Center
Building, or in the club mailbox
which is #417. The mailbox is
located inside the Student Ac-
tivities office on the first floor of
the Student Center Building.
It is urged that if you are in-
terested in becoming part of this
organization, you should sign up
immediately. Once the tour-
naments are underway, it will
become difficult to accept ,new
participants for any particular
tournament.
Let's chip in' and make the
Bowling Club a success!
Aside from all of these features
the room is completely carpeted.
Their is a full length mirror added
to give the room a health spa
atmosphere. ,', __ , _
Room 608 in the, 23rd_ St.
Building is where these facilities
are located. So girls get to it, get
into shape, look and feel better
also. Use your school's facilirles;
because their is alot being offered
and alot to be gained.
Monday-I :OO-4:30P.M.
Tuesday-I :OO-4:30P.M.
Wednesday-2:00-5 .oor-, M.
Thursday-12:00-5_;OOP.M.
Friday-II :01-3:00P.M.
Times are regulated by the
Office of Intramurals Room
610A.
Bowling Club
by Keith Almodovar
Yet another club has joined 'the
realm among approximately sixty
other active clubs at Baruch.-The
Bowling Club is here to stay!
The main purpose of the Bowl:"
ing Club is to provide a vehicle
for students so they can escape the
scholastic atmosphere for two
hours each week and enjoy
themselves among other
Baruchians.
No knowledge of bowling is
necessary to be a member of the
club, but it doeshelp if you have
some! All you have 10 be is
determined to learn, and if you
are a good sport, you should have
noproblem.
With yours truly (Keith
Almodovar) as' President of the
Bowling Club, it is not
guaranteed that you shall bowl a
170 game on your first try, but it
is guaranteed that you will enjoy
yourself!
We have a few tournaments
coming up, and if you are in-
terested and would like to become
. .
fOUNTAINHEAD
CAFE
Women's Weight Room
We are proud ,to announce a
new addition to the Physical
Education Department at Baruch
College. Their is a spanking new
Training Room for women, with
everything needed to stay fit' and
trim. Their is a variety of
equipment -to suit your every
need.
A universal weight machine is
available for you to tighten and
firm your arms, legs, and upper
torso. Three new bicycles can be
used to get those legs in shape.
Each bicycle is equiped with a
speedometer and odometer for
you to measure and pace yourself.
A section of the floor is lined with
mats for any possible calisthenic
you can think of.
413 SECOND A VE.(Bet. 23 & 24 Sis) NYC. 684 8264
OP&"J 9 AM to 12 PM - 1 AM on WEEKENDS
-.
.
.
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finished f'irst and second with
5:26 and 5:27 times, respectively.
Clarence Braithwaite, and
Ramon Torrebio, the Turkey
Trot ;s defending champ, finished
third & fourth in an unusually'
fast field.
- ,
PUMP, (the use of heavy weights
: [0 force blood into the muscles,
, which gives yOU the feeling of a:
.:~ _.. -
high), 01" is it the adulation of t he
- '
crowds. Whatever the answer"
[his is one of Baruch College's
most popular and demanding
competitions.
On December 14, 1978, in the
newlv renovated avmnasium.
- --
Acevedo, Marsillo, and hopefully
Furgeson, plus a contingent of
approximately 15 young hopefuls
will vie for the title of which
Baruch student has the best
developed I male body. The
competition will take place during
club <hours , Trophies will be
awarded to the first five finishers.
"MR. BARUCH 1979" tee shirts
will be given to each contestant.
Admission is free but spectators
are advised to arrive early because
of the demand for seats. Anyone
wishing to enter the competition
should contact either Bonnie
Oberman or Tom Cracovia in
room 610 A, of the 23rd St.
building. For further information
call 725-7197
Ed Ferguson
enormous muscle development?
Is it the tremendous feeling from
what Body Builders call the
"
The men's 12 lap mile had 24
entries . The huge field sprinted
off and the lead changed hands
many times. But soon the packs
broke up and were spread OUI all
over the track. At the end, Steven
Sanchez and Phillip Marn by
On December 7, 1977 a nurnber ss
of Baruch College students began,
a comprehensive weight training;
program for the 1979 Mr. Baruch 11
Bodybuilding Contest. Twenty- %
four hours prior to that, Ed
Ferguson, before a crowd of 450
enthusiastic students, had won the-
1978 title.
On December 14 of this year, in
the College Gymnasium, before
what is anticipated to be a
capacity crowd larger than last
year, the 1979 title will be decid- _
ed. Will Ferguson defend his ti-
rle? as of the publication of this
article the Intramural and Recrea-
tion Office had not received
Ferguson's application. However,
no other Baruch College student
has been seen more often in the
23rd St .. building weight room
than Furgeson. There's no
quest ion about George Acevedo,
last years runner up, and Robert
Marsillo, third place finisher.
These two men have been training
for over a year to win the coveted
title. What makes a man put in so
much effort to create such
by Ernest Fagan
Wednesday, November 22, the
Intramural Dept. held its annual
Turkey Trot in the armory on
24th Sr.
Over 30 entrants appeared for
the race, 'making it on-e of the
largest fields in quite a few years.
Some were runners, while others
ran just for the fun of it. But
everyone had their eyes on the two
turkeys that would be awarded to
the first two male, and female
finishers.
In the women's 'half mile,
which is six laps around the main
floor of the armory, DeAnn Sr.
Lawrence and Clara Williams
dueled in those positions from
start to finish. Sr. Lawrence just
nudged Williams at the tape to
claim the first place prize.
Turkey Trot
",---
A plaee to bring yourfrieuds. '
ALL TYNS,H1J:R/lA\ HAKF.J) (;OODS
A GREAT PLACE TO HAVE LUNCH
SPECIAL ITEMS INCLUDE: '
•. ~ "~~.J;:..
. "',:;'
•••••••••
-Hunter !\follnlain
Hoi Spicrd Cider
witllCi_
, Hot naoc:...le
-DIllED FR\JITS.
NUTS .t CANDIES
FABULOUS HOT DRINKS
*
*Soup of the Day
*Salads, Sandwiches
*Cheese orPate Platters
* Quiche and Spinach ROlledinCheese and Spices
*Chicken or Shrimp Salad
*Chunky Chicken Salad Plate
, *Tuna Fish Plate
--
EXTRAORDINARY
D£SSERTS
&: SELECTION OF
GOURMET COFFEES
Pure Colombian. Bnzialian.
F~h Roast. Kenya.
Mocha-JaYa. E"J'RSO.
Cappuciao,
ReJular and Herb Tea.
Sports Books ~
Running Home-Michael
Spino-Berkley Books-$2.25-
"Running Home" is the
description of how the Spino
family stayed in shape, and
improved their, physical health
and appearance through running,
rather than jogging. There are
guidelines of what to do and how
to do it, along with the six week
program it contains. Diagrams
and charts are also included for
your reference. The important
aspects of running have all been
covered from warm-up exercises
to. the psychological effects, '
This race took place in Central Park on Saturday morning,
November 4, 1978.
NAME TIME
1. ELTON BRITT 61:18
2~ BRUCE WAYNE TUCKMAN, 62:30
Dean of the SChool of Education
3. LOUIECO LEWIS 63:56
4. NATWILLIAMS 64:10
5. JOHN CUSICK 65:59
6. ALLEN ESKENAZY 66:09
7 BOBBY HOLNESS 70:34
'8. GLENN CORRALES '75:12
9~ CH RIS WILLIAMS 86:43
(First in the Women~sDivision
10. NHERLANDE CHRISTOPHE 90:55
(second in the Women's Divisi~)n)
The nex. Baruch College 10 Mile Run will take place in March or April of 1979.
A-Wintyei Track C8mivaI with a full card of Indoor Track Events (60 Yards 102
Mils} will be held iDThe ArnioIY in~........,~ 1979. ' ,
lito •. ' - " •
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